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Welcome to the Summer 2019 edition of 
Airline Routes & Ground Services.

This issue features a special report on one 
of Europe’s main aviation markets, Germany 
(page 4) – where some airlines have been 
struggling to make a profit and survive, and 
there have been some casualties.

The low-cost carrier (LCC) under the spotlight 
is Wizz Air (page 8). Megan Ramsay finds out 
how business is and what are the future plans 
of one of the continent’s fastest-growing 
LCCs.

The full-service carrier focus is on LOT Polish 
Airlines (page 12). Reaping the benefits of a 
comprehensive restructuring programme, 
LOT is now on a firm financial footing and has 
an ever-developing route network.

In every issue we focus on airline route 
development in a different region and this 
time we take a detailed look at the European 
market (page 16) considering any operating 
constraints, developments, new entrants 
and what airlines are doing to expand their 
networks.

This issue was written in the build-up to the 
32nd IATA Ground Handling Conference, 
taking place in Madrid on 26-29 May, and it 
includes a preview (page 22) of the much-
anticipated event in the ground handling 
calendar.

The sector is evolving. One airline that has 
adopted the self-handling model is Ryanair, 
which has invested and set up two handling 
units of its own at London Stansted Airport 
and for all its operations in Spain. We speak 
to the airline’s Director of Operations, Adrian 
Dunne, about the move (page 24).

We also get an overview of the marketplace 

from a number of ground handlers including 
Turkish Ground Services, Havas, Agunsa, 
Talma, AeroGround, Qatar Aviation Services 
and Aviary (pages 26-33).

Strong and effective leadership at ground 
handlers, airlines and airports is vital to their 
success, and in this issue David Smith (page 
34) speaks to senior staff at Baltic Ground 
Services, Eurowings and Manchester Airport, 
to hear their thoughts on leadership.

We also hear about the future plans of five 
airports (page 38): London City Airport, St 
Petersburg Pulkovo Airport, Milan Bergamo 
Airport, Dallas/Fort Worth International 
Airport and Athens International Airport.

So much investment and talk in today’s 
world is about technology and innovation. 
This issue also looks at autonomous aircraft, 
vehicles and robots (page 46), which are set 
to revolutionise airside operations and the 
passenger experience. Plus, we find out about 
how more virtual reality training is to be used 
in ground handling (page 50).

I hope you enjoy reading the issue.
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The EU market 
of change and 
challenge
Germany’s airline marketplace looks very different to 
the way it did a few years ago following the demise 
of key players, but capacity is being provided by 
both new and old entrants in one of Europe’s biggest 
markets

Germany might boast Europe’s most 
powerful economy and some of its 
wealthiest citizens but making a profit 
in its aviation market in recent years has 
proven to be challenging for airlines.

The last two years have witnessed the collapse 
of two well-known leisure brands in the 
country in the form of Air Berlin and Germania, 
and their demise has ushered in a scramble by 
rivals to carve up their former market share.

In 2017, Air Berlin ceased operations after 
shareholder Etihad pulled the plug on further 
funding for the struggling carrier.

Its grounding opened opportunities across 
Germany, especially in the capital where Air 
Berlin had long held a strong presence at Berlin 
Tegel Airport.

Lufthansa and easyJet went on to take over 
the lion’s share of former Air Berlin assets, with 
the German flag carrier acquiring a significant 
number of aircraft, crew and routes via its 
Eurowings subsidiary.

EasyJet was more focused on taking over Air 
Berlin’s former operations in Berlin Tegel. 

In October 2017, easyJet paid €40 million to 
acquire a part of Air Berlin’s business at Tegel. 
The airline took over a number of aircraft 
leases, around 1,000 former Air Berlin air crew 
and airport slots. It started 19 routes from 
Tegel at the beginning of 2018 and increased 
this to more than 20 during the summer. 

Increased competition was particularly 
pronounced on routes from Germany to 

the Balearic Islands, where Germania and 
Eurowings were among the carriers to open 
new bases at Majorca to fly popular leisure 
routes previously offered by Air Berlin.

In January 2018 Thomas Cook acquired an 
air operating certificate in Germany from 
the creditors of Air Berlin allowing it, in its 
own words, to“facilitate further growth for 
Condor”.

Later that year, Small Planet Airlines Germany 
also left the market following the insolvency of 
both the carrier itself and its Lithuanian parent 
company.

Then, in 2019, Germania filed for insolvency 
and was subsequently wound up after its 
administrators failed to find new investors for 
the business. 

At the time of its grounding, the airline blamed 
an increase in fuel prices over the previous 
summer, the weakening of the Euro against 
the US dollar, and delays in the arrival of new 
aircraft as factors in its collapse.

Filling the gap
A number of airlines have since moved in to 
the fill the gap left by Germania.

In April, Corendon Airlines has added new 
routes from Bremen Airport to Rhodes, Kos, 
Heraklion, Hurghada and Antalya.

The same month Pegasus Airlines began 
operating a rival service between Antalya and 
Bremen.

Sundair is deploying an Airbus A320 jet at 

Dresden Airport this summer and operating 
flights to Crete, Kos and Rhodes in Greece and 
to Antalya in Turkey. In total, 26 services per 
week are planned. In winter, the airline plans to 
serve Egypt and the Canary Islands.

TUI is basing a Boeing 737 at Nuremberg 
Airport this summer and is offering flights 
from the German city to Heraklion, Corfu, 
Kos and Rhodes in Greece, Fuerteventura, 
Las Palmas and Tenerife in the Canary Islands, 
and Hurghada and Marsa Alam in Egypt –
destinations previously served by Germania.

Speaking at the Routes Europe conference in 
Hannover in April, TUIfly Managing Director 
Oliver Lackmann said that so far the airline has 
only been able to find limited opportunities to 
expand into markets that had been served by 
the former leisure airline.

“We have been looking after the shutdown of 
Germania whether it could be an opportunity 

G E R M A N Y
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to fly out of smaller airports,” he said.

“We took the decision to deploy one wet-lease 
[aircraft] into Paderborn in the summer and 
we took the decision to fly out of Karlsruhe/
Baden-Baden in the summer and winter as well.

“But beside that there are no opportunities 
for TUIfly flying out of smaller airports – so we 
were looking into Münster Osnabruck, and we 
were looking into Bremen, but this is not really 
an opportunity for us,” Lackmann explained.

Lackmann said TUIfly has been able to weather 
the challenges in the German market thanks 
to its “sustainable business model” which 
combines an airline business, tour operator 
arm and hotel portfolio.

The airline typically flies to popular holiday 
regions around the Mediterranean, the Canary 
and Cape Verde Islands and Egypt.
Lackmann said that while the company has 

explored the possibility of adding long-haul 
routes from Germany, the presence of two 
“pretty large” long-haul competitors on 
touristic routes had put TUIfly off expanding in 
this direction.

“Having a smaller third long-haul operator for 
touristic providers in Germany in my opinion 
doesn’t make any sense,” he said, noting that 
the lack of feeder services also makes such a 
venture even “harder” to achieve.

Eurowings growing at pace
While other airlines have found limited 
opportunities to grow following Germania’s 
demise, some operators have continued to 
develop strongly in the market in recent years.

Chief among them is low-cost carrier 
Eurowings, which has been pursuing a 
strategy of aggressive growth in Germany and 
elsewhere in Europe.
The airline welcomed 77 former Air Berlin 

aircraft and approximately 3,000 of the 
carrier’s employees in 2018 as part of a major 
expansion of its route network in Germany. It 
also took over regional carrier LGW.

That year Eurowings said it became the 
number one airline operating from Cologne, 
Düsseldorf, Stuttgart, Hamburg, Nuremberg 
and Hanover. 

On routes to and from Majorca alone, 
Eurowings said passenger numbers had almost 
doubled. In total in 2018, Eurowings carried 
more than 19 million passengers, a rise of 17% 
on the same period last year. 

In July, Eurowings will add new services from 
Dusseldorf to Las Vegas and in December it 
will begin flights to Newark. 

The integration of former Air Berlin assets has 
not been without cost, however. 
In Lufthansa’s 2018 annual report its Chief 

G E R M A N Y

Eurowings has grown its German network
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Executive Officer Carsten Spohr said the 
acquisition of assets and market share from 
Air Berlin along with disruption to flight 
operations in Germany caused by air traffic 
control problems and much higher fuel costs 
that year all added up to a “massive financial 
burden” for the airline group.

During a panel discussion at Routes Europe, 
Heiko Reitz Vice President Network 
Management and Airport Relations at 
Eurowings suggested that the airline 
causalities in Germany had, to some extent, 
taken the market by surprise. “Who would 
have predicted for Germany to have Small 
Planet [Airlines], Germania, Air Berlin and also 
[former Austrian low-cost carrier] Niki leaving 
the market?” he asked.

Reitz said that while it is important to “really 
seize the opportunity” when such a collapse 
occurs, all new route decisions must be made 
based on the market, “so you look into the 
markets and see what makes sense”.

He says that despite Air Berlin leaving the 
market, “we did not really see a strong 
reduction in competition”. He said it would be 
“interesting” to see if that trend continues. 

Also at Routes Europe, Bence Szabo, Head of 
Network at easyJet, said that the UK budget 
carrier’s acquisitions in Germany had been 
“very modest” compared with its competitors 
who tried to “buy the world” – without naming 
those rivals.

“What we decided at easyJet was that 
whichever piece of Air Berlin we wanted to 
keep had to be aligned with our strategy, 
which is very clear: it is about being number 
one or number two in the bases that we are 
at,” said Szabo. 

“We were number one at Schoenefeld but we 
couldn’t quite claim number one in the Berlin 
market,” he went on to say.

Ryanair and the future in Germany
Another carrier which has taken the 
opportunity of market upheaval to grow its 
presence in Germany is Ryanair.

The budget carrier has long had its sights on 
growing in the country – in recent years it has 
opened new bases at Düsseldorf, Hamburg 
and Nuremberg. In 2017, it stunned the market 
when it announced it would begin flights from 
Frankfurt, one of Lufthansa’s key bases in 
Germany.

In 2018, Ryanair announced it would serve Berlin Tegel Airport for the first time with four routes 
planned that summer.

Ryanair’s acquisition of a 25% stake in Laudamotion in 2018, followed early this year by its taking 
full control of the Austrian regional airline, opened up a new avenue for further expansion into 
Germany.

Ryanair has taken over Laudamotion’s Berlin Tegel base and will operate 15 routes from the 
airport this summer, including new services to Kefalonia and Paphos.

Utilising former Niki slots, Ryanair has also used Laudamotion – now renamed Lauda – to expand 
at Düsseldorf, a key battleground with Eurowings, – and from Stuttgart. 

So what does the future hold for the German market? 

Further consolidation appears to be on the cards. In February, Thomas Cook disclosed that it was 
considering the sale of its airline business as part of a wider strategic review.

Since then, media reports have surfaced linking Lufthansa to a possible bid for Thomas Cook’s 
German leisure carrier, Condor. 

If this were to happen it would bring an even greater share of the country’s traffic under the 
control of its flag carrier. Whether German and European competition authorities would allow 
such a move to take place remains to be seen.

Perhaps the most likely outlook for the German market was voiced by Szabo at Routes when he 
spoke about the likelihood of further consolidation in Europe as a whole during Routes.
“The strong are getting stronger and the weak are getting weaker,” he summed up.

G E R M A N Y

Germania collapsed after operating for 41 years

TUIfly has weathered the market challenges
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Game-changer
Diederik Pen, Executive Vice President and Chief Operations Officer at 
Wizz Air, brings Megan Ramsay up to speed with the Hungarian low-cost 
carrier’s rapid development so far – and its plans for the future

Wizz Air reported an increase of 18% 
in passenger numbers during 2018 
compared to 2017, with the load factor 
rising by 1 percentage point to 92.4% for 
the year.

That trend continued in the early months 
of 2019. This year will see the addition of 14 
new routes to the network. Examples include 
London Gatwick–Gdansk, and Birmingham–
Kraków. Just recently, the carrier announced 
it would start flying between Kiev and Leipzig 
in July.

Also in March, Wizz Air took delivery of its 
first new A321neo, on a Budapest–London 
Luton routeing. The airline has five A321ceo 
and 256 A321neo/A320neo aircraft on order, 
including 110 A321neos, making it the largest 
Airbus customer in the world for aircraft of 
this type.

You’ve obviously been very busy 
expanding your operations lately. What 
are some of the highlights in Wizz Air’s 
recent development?
In the last few years we have seen quite a 
shift in the way we develop, not just in terms 
of additional routes but also in terms of how 
swiftly we are growing.

Adding a second aircraft is a big step; you 
can increase frequencies and destinations 
and it helps with crew rostering, ground 
handling, maintenance, catering and training, 
for example. All of that is a big investment 
when you’re just operating one aircraft, but 
it’s more economical when you have two. We 
used to stick with one aircraft in the past but 
now, we try to get to three quickly. As soon 
as we see maturity and the yields and load 
factor rising in a particular market, we add 
aircraft.

We have increased our presence rapidly in 
different markets. At Vienna we have five 
aircraft now whereas we had none based 
there just last year. At Luton, we only had one 
aircraft last year but now we have nine, and 
we’re registered as a British airline (Wizz Air 
UK). We recently announced that two more 
aircraft would be joining our Luton fleet.

In order to grow sustainably, we are focusing 
on our core markets such as Budapest and 
Warsaw. At these airports we are offering 
a mix of routes, with cities like Nice or 
Bordeaux for passengers taking weekend 
trips, as well as holiday destinations like 
Tenerife, added to the network to create 
a more balanced mix. In addition, business 
people are offered five flights a day to 
London Gatwick; with that, plus leisure 
destinations and city pairs for weekend 
breaks, there is a certain level of maturity in 
our network now.

The changes we have made are partly in 
response to requests from passengers, but 
they are also part of our deliberate strategy. 
This is driven, to some extent, by market 
trends: economic growth leads to more 
demand for flights, and this requires growth 
in the network. But our own growth has 
driven the expansion too: when you’re small 
you can’t diversify as much but now, we have 
more bases with more aircraft, so we can 
increase frequencies and the diversity of 
destinations we serve.

What are your plans for the network 
and the fleet going forward? 
We intend to balance the network and 
the portfolio we offer. There will be more 
aircraft for Poland, Romania and Bulgaria, 
for instance, as we plan to build on our 
strengths.

W I Z Z  A I R

I N T E R V I E W

“
In the last few 

years we have seen 
quite a shift in the 

way we develop, 
not just in terms of 

additional routes 
but also in terms of 
how swiftly we are 

growing

Diederik Pen
EVP and Chief Operations Officer
Wizz Air
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Bulgaria is a core market for us; it treats us 
well, and we’ve gone from strength to strength 
there. We’re adding flights to destinations such 
as Copenhagen, Cologne, Berlin, Paris… a total 
of 14 routes in nine countries.

We’re not expanding as aggressively now as we 
did in 2018, but there will be substantial growth 
nonetheless, with 14 more aircraft joining the 
fleet this year. That includes three aircraft for 
our new base in Kraków, plus another one for 
Varna.

We will receive eight A321neos in total this 
year.

Why did you choose the A321neo over 
other options?
We have a strong partnership with Airbus and 
Pratt & Whitney; moving to the A321neo is a 
natural progression.

The efficiency of the A320s and A321neos is a 
step up for Wizz Air, in terms of the improved 
economics they offer. The A321neo works 
like a dream and is highly efficient. Noise is 
reduced by 50-75% and pollution is down 20-
25%, so that’s a massive improvement for both 
the environment and our neighbours. Plus, it 
has nine more seats [than the A321].

So the A321neo’s reliability and efficiency make 
it a game-changer. 

The benefits of choosing an efficient 
aircraft are clearly significant. How else 
does Wizz Air mitigate its impact on the 
environment?
Fuel consumption is always important, both 
economically and environmentally speaking. 
We consider things like optimal descent, 
take-off, thrust and flap settings, for instance. 
Proper engine maintenance also leads to 
serious savings.

On top of that, we have a high load factor – a 
high seat density. This means that fuel usage 
per passenger is very efficient. In fact, we are 
the greenest in Europe, and with the A321neo 
even more so.

What other investments are you making, 
besides those relating to your fleet?
We opened a new, €30 million training centre 
in Budapest in November last year. This was 
set up in partnership with Hungarian real 
estate company WING and Canadian flight 
simulator manufacturer CAE. CAE supply the 
simulators and run the centre, but we use 
Wizz Air trainers. The centre offers training 
based on the A321neo – including courses for 

pilots and cabin crew as well as fire training, for 
instance. With this training centre we are ready 
for the next 5-10 years.

Are airlines and handlers receiving 
enough support from airports to enable 
them to operate smoothly?
In general, airports and air traffic control are 
not keeping up with the growth in aviation. 
There are more and more aircraft, more and 
more airlines, bigger aircraft/airlines – all of 
which is causing increased congestion. There is 
a lack of parking stands, and a lack of storage 
for ground equipment. Better alignment 
between airports and handlers would benefit 
passengers: less congestion means fewer 

delays, for a start. Airports need to keep up 
with passenger growth.

There has been an improvement in oversight 
at Eastern European airports, with new 
regulations representing a step forward in 
professionalising ground operations.

Our handling processes are all outsourced, 
generally on three-year contracts. We use a 
mix of partners including larger handlers as 
well as smaller agents, depending on where 
we are. We use audits, standard operating 
procedures, reports and ‘mystery shopper’ 
exercises to check that things are being done 
the way we want them. But at the end of the 
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day we are good at running an airline! We 
invest in our aircraft (which have an average 
age of four years), and in training our crew and 
pilots to ensure they have the right capabilities.

How supportive is the government in your 
home market when it comes to aviation’s 
role as a driver of economic growth?
We use local labour, and we work in the local 
language. Our training academy in Budapest 
has links with the university there. Overall, we 
are supportive of the local community and 
we work hard to build relationships. We are 
seen very much as the ‘hometown airline’. 
We provide connections with other places, 
and enable tourists to visit our country, as 
well as providing jobs, so the government is 
supportive of what we’re doing.

How do you see the future panning out 
for airlines?
Compared to 10 years ago a few things have 
changed. Turn times are shorter – as little as 25 
minutes at some airports. Of course, there are 
differences between business class, first class 
and economy: an airline is a diverse product, 
and different passenger needs in each class 
mean that the product offer must be tailored.

Low-cost carriers have a simpler product. They 
have quicker turns than the legacy carriers, 
with no catering or cleaning taking place 
during turns. The cabin crew can get rid of 
rubbish, check the water, safety and security – 
all fully in compliance with the regulations.

Legacy airlines are trending in the same 
direction now – they have to. Aircraft used 

to have 75% load factors but now they’re at 
90% or more. Aircraft are very full nowadays. 
Ground handlers must facilitate efficient 
boarding, pre-boarding, as well as bussing in/
out to remote aircraft – we’re not just using 
airbridges anymore. 

Another change is that more and more 
passengers are using self-bag drop with bag tag 
kiosks. Even Lufthansa has smooth boarding 
doors – you just scan your boarding pass and 
walk through with no bags and no passport. 

There is no human intervention. Facial 
recognition technology is being used more and 
more.

In fact, automation is increasing throughout 
the whole travel chain and it is becoming 
more sophisticated. One example is auto-
rebooking if a passenger misses a connection 
with another flight. On the one hand, levels of 
safety and security will keep increasing, and at 
the same time these systems will try to make 
travel as seamless as possible.

W I Z Z  A I R

“
In general, 

airports and air 
traffic control 

are not keeping 
up with the 

growth in 
aviation.

Wizz Air operates a fleet of 
Airbus aircraft

Wizz Air opened a new training 
centre in Budapest last year
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Madrid to take centre 
stage for IGHC

As the ground handling community faces widespread global challenges, 
with passenger traffic growing at pace, industry professionals will come 
together for IATA’s annual ground handling event, writes Justin Burns

E V E N T

The 32nd International Air Transport 
Association (IATA) Ground Handling 
Conference (IGHC) will take place in 
Madrid, Spain from 26-29 May at the 
Marriott Auditorium Hotel & Conference 
Center.

More than 700 delegates will gather from 
across the global ground handling (GH) 
industry to develop business, network, share 
best practice and discuss the future of the 
sector through plenary sessions, an exhibition, 
workshops, meetings, training sessions and 
social events.

This year’s event will bring together delegates 
from across the industry with 50% of them 
coming from GH providers and airports, 25% 
from airlines and the rest from manufacturers, 
solution providers, suppliers, media and other 
fields.

In 2018, IATA reported that airlines generated 
more than $821 billion in revenues and flew 
4.34 billion passengers, creating about 240,000 
GH jobs and $59 billion in revenues for ground 
service providers and caterers. 

Focus on the future ramp
This year’s IGHC is firmly focused on the future 
of the ramp in the GH industry. The opening 
Plenary Session on 27 May moderated by 
Joseph Suidan, Head of Ground Operations at 
IATA, entitled ‘Ramp of the Future’, reflects this 

and will see panellists debate how operations 
will look in the years to come.
Among those on the panel giving their 
insight will be Steve Allen, DSVP UAE Airport 
Operations, dnata and Uschi Schulte-Sasse, 
Senior Vice President Aviation, Inform.

The ‘Ramp of the Future’ session will also detail 
the new IATA project of that name, which will 
define how advanced technology and advanced 
data processing can be interlinked and 
connected to deliver capacity improvements 
and enhanced aircraft turnaround operations.

The project’s aim is to enhance three major 
areas on the ramp, including digitalisation of 
ramp services, ground support equipment and 
aircraft stand design while its principal benefits 
are to improve ramp safety and efficiency.

‘Sustainable Ramp’ will see a panel of experts 
discuss various issues such as types of 
equipment available to make ramp operations 
more sustainable, practices being implemented 
around the world, the drivers for this and 
where the industry sees itself moving in 
regards to electric, autonomous GSE and other 
vehicles.

Moderating this session will be Haldane 
Dodd, Head of Communications, AENV, Air 
Transport Action Group. He will be joined by 
Florian Eggenschwiler, Head of Innovation, 
Swissport International; Denise Pronk, Head of 

Sustainability, Royal Schiphol Group; and Steve 
Savage, Senior Analyst, Ground Operations, 
IATA.

Safety, baggage technology and jobs
The Plenary Session on 28 May will see a 
keynote speech by Patrick Ky, Executive 
Director, European Union Aviation Safety 
Agency (EASA) on regulators, airlines, ground 
service providers and airports – dubbed a 
‘Potent Mix for Success’.

EASA has recently published a draft GH 
Roadmap and is developing a European 
approach to ensure safety in GH. In future, 
EASA will initiate a rulemaking task force and 
a safety promotion task force to develop the 
necessary requirements and non-regulatory 
activities with the aim of increasing the safety 
level in the GH sector. This will involve close 
cooperation with the GH industry and national 
aviation authorities.

This will be followed by a panel session 
identifying, creating and presenting meaningful 
safety performance indicators with Michael 
Green, Manager, Network Ground Safety - 
Airports, WestJet Airlines, who will be joined 
by IATA’s Hyuntae Jung and Jordi Vicens 
Obrador.

Technology will then take centre stage 
in a session entitled ‘Driving Competitive 
Advantage through RFID in Baggage’, which 
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will tie in to IATA’s Resolution 753 on baggage 
tracking that is now in place. This will feature a 
case study and a panel will discuss challenges 
and best practices to implement RFID globally.

Other topics will include the one ID 
programme, biometric recognition and identity 
management in the passenger process and 
discussions on how the passenger process will 
look in the future.

Meanwhile, a panel debate on the final day of 
the event will focus on the major growth in 
aviation jobs expected in ground operations 
as per an IATA survey of human resources 
professionals that found more than 73% saying 
there will be significant growth in ground 
operations, customer service and cabin crew. 

This survey tackled current as well as new 
challenges the industry needs to deal with such 
as the lack of human resource, high turnover 

and retention, training effectiveness and costs, 
and the impact of innovation and technology 
on the labour market.

New IGHC innovations
Among new sessions at this year’s IGHC will be 
the IGHC BizZone, where business meetings 
can be held. Delegates can schedule meetings 
with other industry representatives at reserved 
tables using the IGHC Event and Networking 
Tool.

There will also be the first Ground Operations 
Executive Summit (GOES) on 28 May. Here, 
senior decision-makers from across ground 
handling stakeholders will meet to decide on 
key industry priorities and the IATA ground 
handling department’s future strategic 
direction.

The NEXTT Innovation Bootcamp looking 
into emerging technologies will also take 

place on 28 May, with any conclusions from 
the bootcamp then shared on the final day of 
IGHC.

Also, for the first time, IATA will facilitate a 
speed networking session called ‘Getting 
to Know Your Airlines’ to help handlers and 
suppliers establish connections with member 
airlines.

For the third time, the IGHC Innovator 
competition finalists will have the opportunity 
to present their innovative ideas at IGHC. 
The winner will be selected by delegates and 
announced on the last day of the event.

Madrid will be the perfect stage for IGHC and 
this year’s programme is as packed as it has 
ever been before, giving industry professionals 
the platform to discuss pertinent issues, share 
best practice, grow industry relationships and 
do business.

I G H C  P R E V I E W
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Increasing ground handling operational challenges lead 
Ryanair to set up two ground handling arms, director of 
operations Adrian Dunne tells Justin Burns

Ryanair to self-handle in 
Spain and Stansted

Irish low-cost carrier Ryanair is now self-
handling at 25 airports in Spain in a bid 
to improve the efficiency of its ground 
operations.

The new handling arm, Azul Handling, started 
check-in, baggage and ground handling 
operations on 4 April for Ryanair and its sister 
airlines - Ryanair Sun, a Polish charter carrier 
and Lauda.

The move in Spain follows a similar one 
at London Stansted Airport. The airline 
started self-handling there on 1 February for 
flights that reach 220 a day in summer, after 
setting up Blue Handling, in partnership with 
OmniServ.

Adrian Dunne, Director of Operations at 
Ryanair, said it decided to start dedicated 
ground handling at these locations in response 
to challenges that have been affecting 
operations.

“Over the last 12-24 months we have noticed a 

number of our handling partners, particularly 
in big operations, are beginning to struggle 
with handling schedules and most importantly, 
handling the schedule when we face huge 
air traffic control (ATC) disruptions across 
Europe, as schedules were very different on a 
daily basis and the whole operation would fall 
apart,” he said.

Dunne said Ryanair first looked at Stansted 
where Swissport was the handling agent and it 
noticed problems. He said staff shifts did not 
line up with the airline’s schedule, which was 
moving around due to delays and ATC strikes. 
It saw the same issue in Spain where it had a 
local handling partner. “We then decided to 
do a different product and go for a dedicated 
handling operation,” Dunne said.

Possible further roll-out
Dunne said the self-handle model could be 
rolled out in future and the airline may look to 
set up its own ground handling arms in other 
key markets.

“The key thing for this year (summer) is to 
get this settled down and make sure it works 
and that we can achieve what we set out to 
do in our business plan,” he noted. “Then, 
moving forward is there an opportunity? 
Absolutely. We already self-handle in Portugal 
in partnership with a company called 
GroundLink, but there are other huge markets 
in Italy and Germany. We have quietly done a 
little bit in Poland this year and taken Kraków 
and Katowice, and in June we take in Warsaw 
Modlin Airport in a similar model.”

Dunne noted the face of the handling industry 
is changing. “easyJet is doing something 
similar with DHL in Gatwick, and Bristol in the 
last few weeks and also Manchester as well, so 
there are quite a lot of changes in handling.”

More control and efficiency
The biggest factor in the decision to take over 
its own ground handling is that it gives Ryanair, 
which in 2018 carried more passengers in 
Europe than any other airline - 139 million – 
more control and efficiency in its operations.

Dunne said at Stansted where handling was 
done by Swissport, staff used to finish at 
7pm if everything was running normally, but 
with huge ATC delays in Germany, and the 
UK, the wave of departures that should have 
happened between 6-7pm was delayed by up 
to an hour, and not all staff wanted to remain 
on duty This had an impact on operations.

“By doing it this way we have taken the 
handling agent’s typical margin out of the 
business. We have reinvested that back into 
the business, rather than taking it as a saving, 
and have created a lot more resilience in the 
operation,” he added.

“Handling agents will typically plan a number 

A Z U L  H A N D L I N G

Ryanair aircraft at London 
Stansted Airport

Team Azul Handling: (from left to right) Richard Reilly, General Manager at 
Azul Handling Spain, Adrian Dunne, Director of Operations at Ryanair, and 

Carlos Ortiz, Operations Manager at Azul Handling Spain
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of staff required per hour throughout the day 
but we have been able to take a single view 
across the day and say how many staff we 
need to handle the operation with resilience 
built in, working around time for breaks etc.

“It allows us to build up a huge amount of 
resilience. It also helps at places like Stansted 
and Palma in particular, huge airports and huge 
operations. The airports are also very pleased 
to see us putting this investment back into our 
operations.”

Training and equipment
Another area ground handlers typically 
struggle with operationally is having the right 
number of staff, who are properly trained. 
This is even more difficult when handling for 
multiple airlines.

Dunne said Ryanair has had an advantage in 
terms of training as its fleet is composed solely 
of Boeing 737 aircraft. This has helped staff 
and operational efficiency.

Due to the financial might of Ryanair, it has 
been able to make significant investment in 
ground support equipment, €60 million for 
Azul Handling alone, often something that 
ground handlers are unable to do owing to 
limited resources.

“Handling agents would typically struggle to 
achieve that level of investment,” Dunne said. 
“In the last six months we have spent €77 
million on ground equipment just to go into 
this business, so huge investment put in, in 
Stansted, again a huge operation. A handling 
agent may had 40 sets of steps, but we have 
just gone and put a set in on every stand in the 
airport so we can never run out.”

He explained the investment is all about 

long-term benefits for Ryanair in being able 
to improve operational efficiency, drive better 
on-time performance and keep passengers 
happier.

Major challenges
There have been a number of challenges for 
Ryanair in setting up two handling operations 
in such a short period of time.

Dunne said one of Ryanair’s ground equipment 
suppliers, told him that most airlines would 
take three years to do what Ryanair had 
achieved in six months along employing big 
project teams, and undergoing a phased 
introduction, unlike the low-cost carrier.

But he noted the move is already paying 
dividends in Stansted and is sure it will have 

the same success in Spain. “In both Spain and 
Stansted, we took a workforce that had lost 
their level of enthusiasm and engagement, and 
we have reinvigorated them. We have given 
them the resources, training and tools to do 
their job,” Dunne said. “We found punctuality 
in the first month in Stansted improved by 
20% on the previous year so you can see the 
immediate repayment.”

He concluded: “Has it been a challenge? It 
has been crazy. Even simple things like buying 
ground equipment have been. We possibly 
bought up most of the capacity for the 
manufacturing of ground equipment in Europe 
so even getting manufacturing deliveries on 
time has been a challenge, but we have got 
there,” Dunne said. “If it doesn’t work, I will be 
looking for a new job in three months’ time.”

A Z U L  H A N D L I N G
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European skies have never been busier. In 2018, 
EUROCONTROL reports that there were more than 
11 million flights – an all-time record. In fact, 19 days 
saw in excess of 36,000 daily flights compared with 
no such days in 2017.

The growth was not consistent across the continent. 
Germany and Spain contributed most to the hike in traffic, 
but the UK and Sweden recorded losses. Nor was the 
growth easily accommodated. Delays and cancellations in 
2018 affected 334 million travelers. In all, there were more 
than 19 million minutes of en-route delay, meaning the 
average en-route delay per flight for the whole year was 1.73 
minutes compared with the EU-wide performance target of 
0.5 minutes.

Low-cost growth
Even so, airlines are not waiting for the needed 
infrastructure improvements to grow their businesses.

The most aggressive attitude to market share – as might 
be predicted – is coming from the low-cost arena where 
less constrained secondary airports play a vital role. Wizz 
Air, for example, is growing its new base in Kraków, Poland, 
adding a third aircraft and launching six new routes to add 
to the 12 previously announced.

Birmingham, Eindhoven, Keflavík, Rome-Fiumicino, Tel Aviv 
and Turin are all being added to the Kraków departures 
board during the year.

“We are very much looking forward to 2019 as we are 
entering the Kraków market and rapidly developing our 
local presence and route network, as well as steadily 
expanding our Polish operation, which now offers 169 low-
cost routes to 28 countries,” said Stephen Jones, Wizz Air’s 
Executive Vice President and Deputy Chief Executive.

The Ryanair Holdings Group also sees Poland as an 
opportunity for high growth. Ryanair Sun, a standalone 
business unit in the group with a Polish operating 
certificate, will rebrand as Buzz in the autumn. It will grow 
its fleet to 25 aircraft to serve both charter and Ryanair 
scheduled flights.

“We are excited to launch Buzz today, and to see our newly 
branded aircraft appear in Poland this autumn,” said Juliusz 
Komorek, Chairman of the Buzz Supervisory Board. “Over 
the last 15 years, Ryanair has grown to become Poland’s 
biggest airline, thanks to the unbeatable combination of 
the lowest fares, best customer service and largest route 
network – and we now expect that Buzz will be Poland’s 
number one airline.”

The focus on Eastern Europe is not surprising given it is 
relatively underserved compared with Western Europe. 
Airports Council International (ACI) Europe figures show 
strong growth for many of the airports in the European 
Union’s eastern areas; Vilnius (+30.9%), Bratislava (+18.1%), 
Riga (+15.7%), Budapest (+13.5%), Tallinn (+13.4%), Warsaw-
Chopin (+12.8%), and Athens (+11.2%) all posted double-
digit increases in traffic in 2018.

Further west, easyJet is promoting its services from 
Manchester, UK. Three aircraft are being added to the fleet 
based there to serve Bari, Jerez, Kalamata and Nice. The 
new destinations will take easyJet’s Manchester network to 
64 cities and are expected to add 50,000 passengers to the 
airport’s annual figures.

Neil Slaven, Country Director UK at easyJet, said the 
new aircraft follow on from its 2018 investment in 
Manchester. “Last autumn, we saw the delivery of two new 
aircraft to our Manchester base and look forward to the 
delivery of three more this summer, further reinforcing 
our commitment to the expansion of our Manchester 

Beating the bottlenecks
The demand for European air connectivity continues to grow but 
congestion is increasing, and the race is on to ensure the continent has 
enough capacity on the ground and in the sky, writes Graham Newton

E U R O P E
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operations and our ambition of always providing a great service and low 
fares,” he noted.

Network refinement
Meanwhile, many of the major, full-service carriers are concentrating 
on refining their networks and optimising their hubs rather than bullish 
expansion. As a case in point, Air France is increasing its summer schedule 
capacity by just 0.5% over 2018, with many of its new routes being served by 
Air France HOP from regional bases.

The fact is that some of the major European hubs – Paris Charles de 
Gaulle and London Heathrow being obvious examples – simply cannot 
accommodate any significant rises in the volume of flights. Capacity is 
constrained across the continent, as the 2018 summer delays highlighted.

There was little infrastructure development in the region in 2018 to remedy 
the situation. The major project was technically outside European borders 
as Turkey’s New Istanbul Airport finally opened. The $11 billion venture is 
now fully operational following Turkish Airline’s weekend-long shift to the 
new facility in early April 2019.

Turkish Airlines is a major player in serving European travellers and the 
new airport will accommodate 90 million passengers a year. Turkish serves 
in excess of 100 destinations in Europe and Istanbul serves as a hub, 
particularly for Eastern European passengers. 

There was some cause for optimism within European borders, however, 
thanks to the decision to expand Heathrow. Privatisation discussions in 
France and Portugal also hint at an understanding that something must be 
done to break the infrastructure logjam.

And, of course, new technologies and processes are playing an increasingly 
important role in optimising the airport footprint to handle the increase in 
passenger numbers.

“In the past five years alone, demand for air transport on our continent has 
increased by an impressive +36%,” noted Olivier Jankovec, Director General 
at ACI Europe. “This was primarily driven by improved economic conditions 

R O U T E  D E V E L O P M E N T
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globally, low oil prices and airlines expanding 
capacity as well as airports actively supporting 
the further development of connectivity.

“Such growth has put significant pressure on 
airport staff and facilities,” he continued. “In 
that context, one could have expected service 
quality to tumble. On the contrary, what we 
saw was continued improvement. Indeed, 
it is quite remarkable that over those same 
five years, passenger satisfaction at Europe’s 
airports increased by +4.18%.”

Optimistic outlook
Work on the ground must be matched by 
greater efficiency in the sky. European airspace 
continues to be fragmented despite years of 
work towards a Single European Sky. 

Again, though, there are reasons to be 
optimistic. Progress was made on a number of 
ongoing projects, such as free route airspace. 
And there were longer-term initiatives to treat 
European airspace as a coherent whole rather 
than a set of disjointed flight information 
regions. 

Notably, earlier in 2019 SESAR Joint 
Undertaking presented its Single European 
Sky (SES) Airspace Architecture study, which 
aims to define an efficient redesign for 
Europe’s skies. There is also a Wise Persons 
Group (WPG) working on short, medium 
and long-term solutions, mainly in the 
institutional and regulatory fields. Meanwhile, 
the third reference period (RP3) of the Single 
European Sky Performance Scheme – which 
will set air navigation service provider (ANSP) 
performance targets – will come into force 
in 2020. All the work will inform a revised 
European ATM Master Plan.

The EUROCONTROL Network Manager 4 
ACCs (air control centres) initiative, launched 
in summer 2018 typifies the efforts being 
made to adjust European skies to the reality 
of high traffic growth. The initiative means the 
en-route flows through the centres’ airspace is 
viewed holistically, thereby increasing overall 
capacity and throughput.

EUROCONTROL also cooperated with the 
members of the iTEC Collaboration, which 
includes ANSPs from across Europe, to jointly 
develop flight object manager (FOM) and 
system-wide information management (SWIM) 
services.

Sharing flight trajectories between ANSPs 
and EUROCONTROL’s Network Manager 
is required by the European Commission’s 
Pilot Common Project legislation. The 
joint development of the FOM and SWIM 
components enables this to happen.

“With Flight Object Interoperability, the iTEC 
partners are working together on technologies 
that are decisive for the future of the Single 
European Sky,” said Robert Schickling, Chair of 
the iTEC Board/Steering Group and Managing 
Director Operations of German ANSP, DFS. 
“All the air navigation service providers 
involved in guiding an aircraft from A to B 
will share all the information needed for this 
flight. This will mean they can jointly – in 
coordination with the Network Manager – 
make decisions at an early stage to enable the 
optimal route.”

Such enhancements will be sorely needed and 
must be matched by airport development. 
By 2037, it is forecast that 1.9 billion travellers 
will take to the skies annually in Europe, some 
600 million more than today. There is no 
doubt that air travel is in demand. But there 
remains plenty to do if that demand is to be 
accommodated.

Airport Charges

The European Commission has 
stated that it considers the lack 

of airport capacity to be among the 
biggest challenges facing European 
aviation. Yet state aid rules limit public 
financing and there is a lack of political 
will to invest in airport projects, 
anyway, given the ‘NIMBY’ (not in my 
backyard) factor. 

Accordingly, there has been a renewed 
focus on ‘user pays’ principles. 
Naturally enough, airlines are reluctant 
to see increased charges – especially in 
advance of a new facility – but airports 
argue that the investment must come 
from somewhere. The EU Directive on 
Airport Charges does not yet clarify 
matters sufficiently.
  
Vienna Airport, for example, has stated 
that the policy options being pursued 
by the European Commission as part 
of their review of the airport charges 
directive are obstructing the delivery of 
their third runway.

In short, there is a danger of a 
disconnect between charges, 
investment and capacity.

Ryanair Sun will be rebranded to Buzz
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The last eight months have seen much upheaval in Europe’s airline industry with the 
closure of the likes of flybmi, Primera Air, Germania, Small Planet Airlines, VLM Airlines, 
Sky Works, Cobalt Air and most recently Wow Air.

This has, though, created more opportunities for other airlines to expand their route networks to 
other corners of the continent.

Among them is Scottish regional airline Loganair, which has stepped into the void left by the collapse 
of flybmi and will start Embraer E145 services from East Midlands Airport (EMA) to Brussels and 
Inverness this autumn.

On 2 September, the airline will begin an early morning and afternoon rotation to Brussels between 
Monday and Thursday as well as afternoon services on Friday and Sunday. It will also provide six 
flights a week between EMA and Inverness. Previously operated by flybmi, services between Brussels 
and EMA ceased on 16 February.

Jonathan Hinkles, Managing Director at Loganair, said: “Both of these convenient airlinks will benefit 
the East Midlands region, connecting with Belgium’s largest city – home to thousands of multinational 
businesses – while Scotland’s highlands are now just over 90 minutes away.”

Loganair currently operates freight services from EMA but this move marks the first time it has 
provided passengers flights from the region.

Flybe and BA expand presence 
Flybe has expanded its summer schedule. It now includes a total of 164 routes with a choice of up to 
3,101 flights a week.

With the start of three brand new routes 
to Heathrow – from Guernsey (daily), Isle 
of Man (daily from 21 April) and Newquay 
(four daily), the airline’s presence there 
increases from operating seven to as many 
as 15 flights a day, meaning that it is the 
fastest-growing carrier at London Heathrow 
by frequency. In addition, Flybe operates 
multi-frequency daily services from both 
Aberdeen and Edinburgh.

Roy Kinner, Chief Commercial Officer 
at Flybe, said: “Our expansion into the 
world’s second-busiest international airport 
offers our regional customers unmatched 
connectivity to and from their local airport 
to any of the world’s five continents.”

Flybe has also increased the daily frequency 
on its popular Edinburgh to Heathrow 
route with the addition of a fifth and sixth 
daily flight. Flybe’s schedule now features 
a choice of 41 flights a week between 
Edinburgh and Heathrow.

From Exeter, Flybe will fly double-daily 
to and from Paris Charles de Gaulle and 
has added an extra three flights a week 
to Edinburgh and an extra Sunday service 
to Amsterdam. Plus, from Manchester 
its schedule features four-times-weekly 
flights to Luxembourg; increased flights to 
Düsseldorf (to four flights a day Monday – 
Friday). Lastly, from Southampton, Flybe’s 
network includes the addition of a fourth 
weekly flight to Palma de Mallorca, plus an 
enhanced schedule to Amsterdam (four 
flights a day, Monday through Friday, and 
three flights a day at weekends).

Meanwhile, British Airways has added a new 
six-weekly service from London Gatwick 
Airport to Milan Bergamo Airport – Italy’s 
third-busiest gateway and will operate an 
Airbus A320 aircraft on the route, from 1 
September 2019.

Adam Carson, Managing Director Gatwick at 
British Airways, said: “Milan Bergamo adds 
another exciting destination to our Gatwick 
network and is perfectly located for a city 

The closure of a batch of airlines in Europe since 
the end of 2018 and this year has opened up 
opportunities in the marketplace, writes Justin Burns

Market changes bring 
opportunities
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break, a summer visit to the lakes or even a skiing 
holiday in the Alps.

“From Gatwick we fly to over 70 destinations. As 
our network continues to expand we’re adding 
new routes designed to appeal to both leisure and 
business customers.”

Long-haul moves
European airlines are also expanding their long-
haul networks to different corners of the globe. 
Examples include Lufthansa, which continues 
to increase its services from Munich Airport. 
As of 2 December, 2019 it will be reinstating the 
connection to Sao Paulo in its flight schedule, 
when it starts a three-weekly Airbus A350-900 
route to Brazil’s largest city.

Wilken Bormann, Chief Executive Officer at 
Lufthansa’s hub in Munich, said the route offering 
“is further proof” of the positive development of 
Munich as a premium hub and the carrier will, for 
the first time, operate the Airbus A350-900 to 
South America.

On 31 March, Lufthansa also launched a new daily 
service from Munich to Osaka. The German carrier 
has decided to extend this route from Frankfurt 
to Munich. Along with the established flights 

Lufthansa has added new long-haul routes to 
its network
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operated by Lufthansa and All Nippon Airways 
to Tokyo, Munich Airport is now offering a 
second Japanese destination for the first time. 
With three daily connections, Munich now 
ranks fifth in Europe in terms of flights to and 
from Japan.

From Europe, Japan’s third-largest city can 
be reached non-stop only from Amsterdam, 
Helsinki, London Heathrow, Paris Charles de 
Gaulle and now Munich. In 2018 a total of 
200,000 passengers travelled in each direction 
between Munich and Japan.

Lufthansa is also adding a daily connection to 
Bangkok starting in June 2019, complementing 
the existing service operated by Thai Airways. 
Lufthansa is also bumping up the frequency of 
its flights to Seoul from six a week to daily. And 
from June onward, Lufthansa will increase its 
service to Singapore from five flights a week to 
a daily connection.

Meanwhile, Norwegian has continued its North 
America focus and on 31 March it started new 
direct routes to Europe from three new North 
American airports – John C Munro Hamilton 
International Airport; Miami International 
Airport; and San Francisco International 

Airport – as well as adding an extra service 
from Boston Logan International Airport.

All new US routes will be served by the Boeing 
787 Dreamliner while a Boeing 737-800 will 
operate Norwegian’s first transatlantic route 
from Canada.

The new Boston to Rome service will operate 
four times a week. Norwegian currently 
operates non-stop flights from Boston to 
London and Paris. On 2 May, the airline will 
also launch a non-stop route from Boston to 
Madrid.

Miami and San Francisco will officially be the 
new home of Norwegian’s non-stop route 
to London starting this weekend as the 
services were previously operated from Fort 
Lauderdale and Oakland airports, respectively. 
Miami to London begins as a daily service 
while San Francisco will benefit from five 
flights a week.

The route from John C Munro Hamilton 
International Airport is the airline’s first-ever 
transatlantic route from Canada and will be a 
summer seasonal offering, with flights operating 
four times weekly on a Boeing 737-800.

“
In the last few 
years we have 
seen quite a 
shift in the way 
we develop, not 
just in terms of 
additional routes 
but also in terms 
of how swiftly we 
are growing
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The European continent’s airline industry 
has taken quite a shock in recent months 
with the liquidation of the likes of 
Germania and flybmi but this, in turn, has 
opened up more opportunities for other 
airlines.

Among those spreading their wings and 
expanding at pace is LOT Polish Airlines, which 
continues to widen its network and global 
presence after experiencing some difficult 
years itself.

In 2018, LOT’s provisional financial results show 
a profit of $225 million, quite a turnaround 
from the $45.6 million loss posted in 2015, 
while its fleet now totals 81 aircraft compared 
to 45 in 2015 and the number of connections it 
now operates has risen from 41 to 111.

The airline now has a market share in the 
ever-expanding Polish market of 25 per cent, 
a substantial 5.6 per cent increase on the 19.4 
per cent it held in 2015. Last year it welcomed 
8.9 million passengers, a significant rise on the 
6.8 million in 2017.

Robert Ludera, Director Network and Alliances, 
speaking at Routes Europe in Hanover last 
month, said LOT has achieved a lot over the 
last three years and has doubled in size in 
terms of passengers and connections.

“We have done it after quite a difficult time in 
our history after our restructuring programme 
between 2012 and 2015, but we are now doing 
well and are comfortable and continuing that 
expansion strategy across various means,” he 
said. “We have increased our market share and 
are staying profitable.”

Flexible fleet to meet challenges
LOT operates a wide-ranging fleet including 
13 Boeing 787 Dreamliners and variants of the 
Boeing 737. It also has 34 Embraer aircraft 
and 23 Bombardier aircraft. “We have quite a 
diversified fleet, which might be an obstacle – 
but we use this flexibility to help us adapt to 
demand and opportunities,” Ludera said.

The airline has been affected by the 
suspension of the Boeing 737 Max 8, as it has 
five of the aircraft in its fleet and temporarily 
stopped using them in March after the 
Ethiopian Airlines 737 Max crash in Ethiopia 
that killed 149 people.

LOT has continued scheduled operations using 
different types of aircraft, made modifications 
to its network and established short-term 
leasing agreements to acquire additional 
aircraft to maintain continuity of operations

L O T  P O L I S H  A I R L I N E S

E U R O P E

LOT Polish Airlines is reaping the benefits of a successful 
restructuring programme and its prime geographical position 
in the fast-growing Central and Eastern European region, writes 
Justin Burns

Poland’s national 
carrier spreading 
its wings

LOT Polish Airlines has grown its route network 
from 41 to 111 in the space of four years
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“
Our strategy is to 
focus on CEE. We 
use the potential of 
the region which has 
a population of 108 
million inhabitants via 
our Warsaw hub
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“Of course, we are struggling a bit now with 
the grounding of the 737 Max 8 but hopefully 
it will be resolved soon and will not affect our 
operations for too much longer,” Ludera said.

Competitive marketplace 
The Star Alliance airline was the fastest 
growing in Central and Eastern Europe’s (CEE) 
top 10 airlines in 2018, with annual seat growth 
of 25.4%.

LOT is the largest carrier in CEE by seats, and 
this is the principal core focus market for 
growth from its main bases in Warsaw and 
others in Kraków and Budapest.

“Our strategy is to focus on CEE. We use the 
potential of the region which has a population 
of 108 million inhabitants via our Warsaw 
hub,” Ludera said. “We take advantage of 
development from other cities, not only 
from Warsaw. We focus on connectivity and 
transfers – which make up over 50 per cent of 
our traffic.”

Poland is the biggest country market in CEE 
with almost twice as many seats in 2018 as 
second-placed Romania. Third for the number 
of seats was Ukraine and fourth was Czech 
Republic.

Poland and the CEE region are competitive, 

with the likes of Wizz Air and Ryanair strong 
there, but LOT is the number one player in 
its home market “The competition in Poland 
is substantial but I believe there is room for 
competition and it is healthy for the market,” 
Ludera said.

Warsaw Chopin Airport’s capacity is stretched 
and the city is not set to get a new airport until 
2027. This could hinder growth, but Ludera 
said LOT will grow Warsaw as much as it can 
and also add services in Kraków and Budapest.

“If there is not enough capacity in Warsaw we 
will continue our pace of growth in the region 
as we already now have around 20 routes not 
flying from Warsaw (including seven from 
Kraków and seven from Budapest),” he noted.

This month (May), LOT will start a new route 
from Vilnius (Lithuania) to London City Airport 
and Ludera said it will also continue growing its 
network from bases outside Poland.

North America and Asia targeted
LOT is the leading airline from CEE to North 
America which is one of its main focus 
markets, as in 2018 it had more than 3.5 times 
the capacity of number two Air Canada and 
grew its transatlantic routes by up to 32 per 
cent last year. This year Ludera said it will add 
another connection when it begins serving 

Miami in June.

The airline already operates from Warsaw 
to New York JFK, Chicago, Toronto, Los 
Angeles and New York Newark. Last summer, 
it launched new services from Kraków to 
Chicago, and from Rzeszów to New York 
Newark, and flights from Budapest to New 
York JFK and Chicago as its first transatlantic 
services from outside Poland.

Asia is also a key target for network 
development and LOT will begin a new route 
to Delhi in September, as well as starting 
to serve Colombo on a seasonal basis in 
November. May 2018 saw a landmark moment 
for the carrier when it resumed a Warsaw-
Singapore route after a 23-year hiatus.

Ludera said the airline is now looking at 
growth opportunities for summer 2020 and 
beyond, especially within the CEE region, on 
intra-European routes to and from Warsaw, 
Budapest and Polish destinations, to North 
America and Asian destinations from Warsaw 
and Budapest, and to the Middle East and 
Central Asia from Warsaw.

The future certainly looks bright for LOT and 
through diligent financial planning and network 
development it is set to grow its global 
coverage.

LOT Polish Airlines operates a diverse fleet 
of 81 aircraft

L O T  P O L I S H  A I R L I N E S
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Room to
grow

Turkish Ground Services is busier than ever 
before and is set for more growth following 
its move to Istanbul Airport, writes Megan 
Ramsay

Turkish Ground Services (TGS) has seen 
increasing demand for its services as 
passenger numbers through Turkey’s 
airports have risen. The company is also 
set to benefit from growth at the new 
Istanbul Airport, which opened fully last 
month.

According to Sani Sener, executive board 
member and CEO of TGS parent company, 
TAV Airports Holding: “As Turkey’s value 
proposition in tourism became more evident 
in 2018 with lower prices, Turkey again became 
very attractive for tourists from all parts of 
the world. In 2018, European visitors to Turkey 
increased 33% while Russian tourists increased 
26%. Visitors from the rest of the world 
increased 8%.

“With this strength in tourist arrivals Turkey 
reached all-time highs in tourist numbers. With 
the value proposition continuing, we expect 
another very strong year in tourism in Turkey 
in 2019.”

A spokesperson for TGS agrees. “We think that 

2018 was a very efficient year for the aviation 
sector in Turkey. Furthermore, as TGS, we had 
a great year in terms of flight numbers as well 
as financially.

“In 2018 we served more than 407,000 flights 
operated by Turkish Airlines and its subsidiary 
company AnadoluJet, plus 65,000 flights 
operated by foreign airlines (which we call 
third-party flights) at our eight stations.

“In particular, with increasing flights at our 
southern stations raising the operational 
intensity there, the resolution that we show in 
achieving on-time performance meant that we 
avoided any glitches,” the TGS spokesperson 
added.

According to TGS estimates, 2019 will be “a 
decent year,” he went on.

Istanbul Airport move
One of the biggest reasons for this positive 
outlook is the inauguration in October last 
year of Istanbul Airport, which will have a 
capacity of 200 million passengers, once all 

the development phases are complete  – far 
outstripping that of Istanbul’s Atatürk and 
Sabiha Gökçen gateways combined.

The new airport benefits from features such 
as facial recognition technology to ease the 
flow of passengers, and reduced wait times 
at baggage reclaim thanks to its high-capacity 
baggage handling system and the latest 
baggage store technology.

As for the relocation of Turkish Airlines to the 
new gateway: “What we might call ‘the great 
migration’ resulted in a spectacular transport 
operation that was successfully completed,” 
the TGS spokesperson said – noting that there 
is even a National Geographic documentary 
about this hugely complex undertaking.

Turkish Airlines had previously called Istanbul’s 
Atatürk Airport home throughout its 86-year 
history. Commenting on the decision to set up 
operations at the new airport instead, Turkish 
Airlines chairman of the board and executive 
committee Mehmet İlker Aycı declared: 
“Currently the biggest airport project in the 

T G S
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world, this enormous facility will be the home 
of the resounding local and global growth 
of Turkish Airlines in future while becoming 
the most important driving force behind 
our growth with its state-of-the-art physical 
capabilities and capacity.” 

Sener is also of the opinion that TAV’s ground 
handling companies, Havas and TGS, “will be 
clear beneficiaries of the growth that the New 
Istanbul Airport will provide for the Turkish 
aviation sector, as we agreed with our partner 
Turkish Airlines to extend our partnership with 
TGS for 15 more years”.

TGS itself is similarly confident that Istanbul 
Airport will offer new opportunities to the 
aviation sector in general and to the handler in 
particular.

“For TGS, we think that new and existing 
airlines will provide added value to us because 
of increasing flights, especially Turkish Airlines 
flights,” the spokesperson explained. Indeed, 
the carrier has announced the addition of 
a raft of new destinations and increased 

frequencies already this year, including flights 
to Marrakech and Sharjah, among others.

“Furthermore, Istanbul Airport, which is 
considered to be one of the biggest hubs in 
Europe, will benefit our other stations thanks 
to the transfer flights to [other destinations in] 
Anatolia.”

Investment plans
TGS’s investment plans for the rest of 2019 are 
based largely on the newly opened airport. The 
handler has added an extra 4,000 staff and will 
be serving the world’s largest airport with over 
10,000 personnel, the handler’s spokesperson 
confirmed.

In addition, it has invested in more than 200 
pieces of new motorised handling equipment, 
while a total of 4,364 items have been put into 
service at the gateway. On top of that, TGS 
has built its own facilities with a footprint of 
23,000 square metres at Istanbul Airport.
Beyond the new hub, there is plenty to keep 
TGS busy across its network for the rest of 
this year. For instance: “We have added new 

charter and scheduled flights to our company. 
Indigo, Air Albania and Turkmenistan Airlines 
are examples of these.

“Ryanair Sun and Ryanair, companies which we 
have been serving at our Antalya and Dalaman 
stations since 2017, have increased their flights 
to those same stations for 2019. Furthermore, 
they also set a charter tariff for this summer 
to Bodrum Airport,” the TGS spokesperson 
concluded.

T G S

Turkish Airlines is powering growth of 
Turkish Ground Services

TGS provides ground handling 
services to Turkish Airlines, 

as well as other carriers, at eight 
airports across Turkey: Istanbul 
Atatürk, Istanbul Sabiha Gökçen, 
Ankara Esenboğa, Izmir Adnan 
Menderes, Antalya, Adana, Milas-
Bodrum and Dalaman. TGS was 
founded on November 2008 by 
Turkish Airlines to offer services 
in other areas of aviation under a 
separate company.
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Turkish ground handler Havas has had 
a busy start to the year as it moved 
operations from Istanbul Atatürk Airport 
to the new Istanbul Airport in early April.

This has seen Havas double its footprint to 
more than 40,000 square metres, as part of a 
€21 million investment.

The move was made over 30-hour-long 
transfer operation from Atatürk, delivering 604 
pieces of ground handling service equipment 
to its new facilities via 186 trailer trucks.

Mete Erna, Deputy General Manager, Sales & 
Marketing at Havas, sees two main operational 
challenges in 2019: “Staff recruitment (while 
salary expectations are high in the labour 
markets, cost pressures are also high), and 
the transfer and settling in to the new Istanbul 
Airport.”

On staff, last year, he said Havas had a 
few difficulties in recruiting and retaining 
employees but it has overcome these with 
adjustments in benefits, performance 
management schemes and to-the-point 
publicity.

“We put healthy labour relations ahead of 
profitability, because profitability cannot be 
sustainable without happy customers and 
customers cannot be happy without happy 
employees,” Erna noted.

There are opportunities for Havas to exploit 
in 2019 in his opinion – notably merger and 
acquisition opportunities in new markets, the 
growth in Turkish leisure traffic and capacity 
growth due to the new Istanbul Airport.

But what trends does he see emerging in the 
marketplace? “Automation (self-check in/
self-bag drop/self-boarding etc) continues 

to spread. More consolidation expected in 
the ground handling (GH) market due to the 
slowing growth of aviation. More airlines will 
cease operations or merge due to growing 
costs (especially fuel) and difficulty in 
obtaining financing,” he forecasted.

The European industry has been shocked by 
the closure of airlines such as Germania and 
flybmi, but although Erna expects further 
airlines insolvencies, he believes Havas 
manages exposure to such risks “prudently” 
and he does not expect any meaningful 
adverse effects to the handler’s finances if 
more carriers go under.

Ground handlers’ margins are constantly 
under pressure, and in his opinion this is 
because of tough competition in the airline 
industry. Most carriers have to survive with 
very competitive air fares and are focusing 
more on costs. “However, the majority of 
their costs (aircraft leasing, crew, fuel, airport 
charges) are out of their control so they focus 
on GH and other marginal costs,” he said.

“Ground handlers need to establish 
transparent and trust-based relationship with 
their customers,” he goes on. “There are not 
too many airlines who are ready to pay a penny 
more for more quality than they need but all 
airlines will listen to their suppliers’ problems 
because they understand that a healthy airline 
needs healthy handlers in its network.”

Much talk today is about the need to invest 
in innovation and technology, but Erna is 
cautious and feels GH companies must plan 
any investment diligently. “While there are 
many successful examples of innovation and 
new technology being introduced in GH, there 
are also many examples of such investments 
eventually not working for certain GH 
companies,” he said.

“Technology itself is not enough to bring 
improvements. The management of projects 
that introduce technology and innovation is 
also a key criterion for the success of such 
projects.” 

Erna concluded that GH companies should 
be delicate when deciding to invest in any 
technology because not only the choice of 
technology, but also the timing of introducing 
that technology plays an important role in 
their outcome.

H A N D L E R

Bright times
ahead

H AVA S

“Ground 
Handlers need 
to establish 
transparent 
and trust-based 
relationship with 
their customers”

Turkish ground handler Havas has doubled its 
operational footprint after making the switch to the 
new Istanbul Airport, which perfectly positions it for 
future market expansion, writes Justin Burns

Mete Erna
Deputy General Manager,
Sales & Marketing
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Talma and Agunsa are both dealing with a 
mixed bag of opportunities and challenges, 
writes Justin Burns

The Latin American ground handling 
marketplace is braced for more development 
as new airlines enter the market and airports 
develop their infrastructure. 

Operators face a number of headwinds, 
but the industry is now seeing increasing 
movement – and as markets open up, so does 
competition.

Raúl Larrea Castellano, Institutional Relations 
Manager at Talma, said the biggest operational 
challenges for the ground handler, which 
operates in Peru, Mexico and Ecuador, are 
overcrowded infrastructure and higher costs in 
airports, more efficient planning of resources, 
and the privatisation and liberalisation of some 
markets in the region.

However, he said Talma has opportunities to 
expand regionally, while he is also optimistic 

regarding technological innovation for cost 
control and improvement of operational 
safety.

Castellano sees new trends in the market, 
including growth of legacy carriers in the 
region, consolidation of low-cost carriers, an 
increase of flight offers with a reduction in 
ticket fares, and more connectivity between 
regional airports. There is also a change 
in progress in airline marketing strategy, 
increasing ancillary services and extra services.

For Eric Hartmann, VP Aviation Services in 
Latin America at Agunsa, the biggest challenges 
in the first half of 2019 have been starting GH 
handling operations at Santiago International 
Airport in Chile, personnel contracting and 
retention, and airport regulations in Argentina 
after the much-awaited deregulation of 
Argentinean ground operations.

He noted the surge in new airline entrants 
provides Agunsa with an opportunity along 
with the continued trend to outsource 
services. Other new developments he sees in 
2019 are continued consolidation of regional 
and global GHs and the increasing move to 
look for new verticals like catering, lounges, or 
crew transport.

Castellano and Hartmann are equally 
concerned about the increasingly unstable 
airline industry and the closures taking place 
both regionally and globally. Hartmann said 
Agunsa was affected by the reduction of 
operations of Ocean Air in Chile, but as a 
third-party operator it has to be ready for 
such events – and that is one of the reasons 
airlines outsource their ground operations.

One area in which both share the same views 
is the recruitment and retention of ground 
handling staff, a difficulty it seems all operators 
across the globe are battling.

Castellano said: “Employee rotation in the GH 
industry is relatively high and the process of 
recruitment and capacitation of personnel is 
always a challenge. We look to offer additional 
benefits to the salary, like capacitation, to keep 
them with us.”

Hartmann said Agunsa is constantly facing 
challenges with regard to recruiting, and 
finding good people is “difficult worldwide”.
“Our managers are key to our success of 
retaining top notch personnel,” he added.

Hartmann and Castellano also concur that 
diversifying into new airport services is vital 
in order to develop revenues and help grow 
business as once a company is established 
in a market, it makes sense to look for more 
growth opportunities.

Innovation and new technology are a must 
for the progressive ground handler – but is 
it a focus for Talma? “It is important only if 
it contributes to reducing costs (with better 
control and planning of resources for the 
operation) or increasing sales (to access 
segments of the market that require more 
information). It is also important for the 
improvement of operational safety,” Castellano 
said.

Hartmann noted innovation and technologies 
must be at the core of strategies as they can 
help bring efficiencies and “bring you closer to 
your customer”.

H A N D L E R

Markets open up in
the south

TA L M A  A N D  AG U N S A
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German ground handler (GH) 
AeroGround has had an interesting 
and challenging start to 2019 after the 
collapse of Germania.

The impact was low at its Munich station but it 
has been a different story in Berlin, where the 
closure has had a negative effect on business.

Christian Stoschek, Managing Director at 
AeroGround, said that with over 3,000 flights 
from Berlin-Tegel and Berlin-Schönefeld, 
Germania was an “important customer” for 
AeroGround Berlin and the handler is now 
working on closing this gap.

Other airlines could soon follow, in his opinion. 
“We expect further consolidation and more 
airline insolvencies in the near future. We are 
concerned about lower costs and idle time 
costs due to short-notice insolvencies,” he 
said.

There are challenges and Siegfried Pasler, 
Managing Director, AeroGround, feels the 
biggest are irregularity and off-schedule 
operations of airline customers owing to crew 
strikes, crowded airspace, missing air traffic 
controllers, lack of capacity on the airline 
side (whether crews or aircraft), inadequate 
infrastructure at airports, and very tight 
circulation planning by airlines.

He also noted that the “no bag” tariffs of 
airlines mean for GHs “significant additional 
expenses” in handling hand luggage that lead 
increasingly to delays (in loading hand luggage 
at the aircraft/gate), while another is the 
general staff shortage.

Indeed, Stoschek believes labour costs will 
be more and more the key factor of success 
for GHs. “Factors such as company culture, 
management and leadership behaviour, social 

benefits and prospects for personal growth 
are also very relevant to counter steer an 
increasing skills shortage,” he said.

Air traffic control and handler industrial action 
has also impacted operations and Pasler noted 
that in general the impact is an increased lack 
of plannability due to irregularities in daily 
operations. “Strikes mean a loss of revenue. 
High collective agreements make services on 
the ground more expensive,” he said.

There are bright spots due to ever-increasing 
passenger numbers and more links with 
emerging markets. Pasler said the three biggest 
opportunities are participating in general 
market growth; price increase – quality and 
reliability of GH are holding higher significance 
among airlines; and obtaining new handling 
licenses in the DACH region (Germany, 
Austrian and Switzerland).

Margins are always tight, but Pasler said 
AeroGround is convinced, after many years 
of steady decline in prices, that sustainable 
GH operations can be preserved only if price 
increases can be agreed with customers in the 
short and medium term. “Given the generally 
low level of plane ticket prices and strained 

financial situation of many airlines, that is 
naturally a difficult balancing act – and one that 
has to be tackled together with customers,” he 
added.

In his view, it is less a question of increasing 
margins but more one of how GHs can 
cover increasing labour bills as well as the 
costs of irregular situations and off-schedule 
operations.

But will there be more consolidation? “We 
believe that ground handling is still a local 
market, which needs expertise in the local 
labour market and specific requirements of 
operations depending on individual airport 
infrastructure,” Pasler said. “We also believe 
that strategic partnerships and network 
collaborations, like the European ground 
handling alliance ground.net, are more 
beneficial than establishing an international 
company.”

Stoschek noted that diversification of 
services is an important aspect for further 
development, but adding new services 
and entering new sectors always has to be 
“well analysed as it increases complexity” in 
administration and management.

AeroGround is looking to 
add new clients after 
German carrier Germania 
ceased operations, writes 
Justin Burns

Closing 
the gap

A E RO G RO U N D

AeroGround is looking to win 
new business

H A N D L E R
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Qatar Aviation Services (QAS) has grown 
in Doha as Qatar Airways and Hamad 
International Airport have evolved into 
one of the globe’s biggest airlines and 
airports respectively.

The ground handler now provides services 
to 26 commercial airlines and five freighter 
carriers at two airports in Qatar. 

Mehmet Murat Nursel, Senior Vice President, 
at QAS, said that 2018 was a successful year in 
terms of accelerating handling activities, with 
continuous growth of Qatar Airways including
cargo business growth. “This means we have 
gone beyond our forecasts in terms of the 
number of flights handled as well as revenue 
growth with double-digit results,” he said. 
“Especially after Qatar’s blockade which 
started in June 2017, this proves the strength 
and capabilities of aviation in Qatar that are 
admired by our competitors.”

This year is set to be equally as busy. QAS 
will expand further as Qatar Airways has 
opened new routes as well as increasing flight 

frequencies, which has enabled the handler to 
forecast significant growth of patterns for the 
next fiscal year as well.

“We are aiming to grow our revenue more 

than 10% with a 6% increase in flights, which 
makes QAS the largest workforce within the 
group and the sole ground handler at HIA 
reaching up to 9,500 employees,” Nursel said.

Aside from its core ground handling activities 
and maintaining standards, he said QAS is 
aiming to push forward with automation and 
digitalisation, keeping safety as the top priority 
and at the heart of everything.

The handler is also moving ahead with 
expansion into areas beyond ground handling 
(GH) activities – something Nursel noted will 
give QAS more exposure on the international 
stage.

QAS has opened its first office Qatar, in New 
Delhi, which is home to its Global Centralised 
Load Control and will be fully operational by 
January 2020.

Nursel said any decision to expand its services 
will be mainly based on Qatar Airways Group 
synergy benefits as well as bringing value 
to potential airports. He added that this is 

currently “undisclosed”, but he assures that 
QAS “will soon be globally renowned”.

However, there are challenges, even for an 
operator like QAS which is driven by such a 

huge and expanding home carrier.

“The ground handling industry has many 
challenges, and to me the most challenging 
element would still be the consolidations of 
minor and major ground handling companies 
which are launching soon,” he said.

“That is normal for such a rapidly growing 
industry, such as ground handling – yet, it will 
bring with it many operational encounters 
such as maintaining quality, safety standards 
and the level of service.”

He noted that ultimately, the more a company 
expands its service points, the more it adds 
to management competency. Therefore, he 
sees maintaining senior experience, as well 
as attracting executive employees to choose 
ground handling as their future career, as the 
biggest operating challenge.

Innovation and technology are near the top 
of the agenda for the future of QAS and it 
is currently working to link all operational 
movements for each aircraft into an 
automated sequence.

“The aim is to minimise or eliminate human 
error when it comes to rectifying data, 
planning, and monitoring, acknowledgements, 
finalising ramp clearance, load control and 
post-data management,” Nursel said.

In June 2017, Saudi Arabia, the UAE, Yemen, 
Egypt, the Maldives and Bahrain cut diplomatic 
and economic ties with Qatar, which also 
meant closing their airspace to Qatar Airways.

Nursel said the “unique circumstances” in 
which QAS is doing business have necessitated 
growth at an accelerated pace and the future 
is bright for both aviation and Qatar Airways 
Group in particular. “As a result, we have 
demonstrated to the world our capacity for 
resilience and rapid expansion. That is not 
set to slow down but to continue to rise,” he 
concluded.

The ground handler keeps on growing in tandem with home carrier Qatar 
Airways and is looking to expand internationally in future, writes Justin Burns

Qatar Aviation Services
QA S

H A N D L E R
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Cairo-based ground handler (GH) Aviary 
has built up a strong and sustainable 
business providing services in Egypt and 
other countries in Africa.

Mahmoud Farrag, Chief Executive Officer at 
Aviary, sees operational challenges in 2019, the 
main one being to keep a balance between 
soaring operational expenses, while achieving 
a profit margin and still offering top-class 
services.

“At Aviary, we pride ourselves on providing 
our partner airlines with comprehensive, 
multi-perspective solutions while conforming 
to their budget needs and striving to cut costs 
on their operations,” he explained.

The handler sees its geographical location in 
Africa as providing plenty of opportunities to 
grow and Farrag said it has always considered 
Africa to be a growing aviation market, 
promising mutual long-term and lucrative 
cooperation.

“Hence, Aviary has built powerful partnerships 
with African airlines and has become the sole 
handling agent for Eritrean Airlines in Cairo,” 
he said. “More contracts are now under 
negotiation and all through 2019 we will be 
announcing the establishment of partnerships 
with prominent, world-class airlines.”

Africa is the world’s least developed ground 
handling market and arguably faces some of 
the toughest headwinds, notably security  –
Egypt has itself been targeted.

Farrag said security is becoming more and 
more challenging and issues like terrorist 
attacks or illegal migration have prompted 
airports and GHs to invest heavily in all aspects 
of security.

For example, he noted that the implementation 
of biometric facial recognition technology 
at border controls, and CCTV are becoming 
airports’ biggest concern now – but on the 
other hand, GHs are more focused on the 
provision of security services and training for 

security personnel.
In order to keep up to date with the latest 
security trends, Aviary has created a team 
dedicated to providing security services for 
airlines while thoroughly analysing their needs 
and future requirements. Team members 
are given extensive training in document 

verification, passenger profiling, aircraft access 
control, gate control, catering escort and crew 
escort.

Farrag said ground handling is a difficult 
industry and Aviary does not see it becoming 
easier. A key reason for this, he feels, is the 
fierce competition which urges GHs to drop 
prices, leading to slim operating margins. 
“Sucha an extreme is not beneficial. While 
margins are narrow, we believe that ground 
handlers still should work with airlines in order 
to survive and flourish,” he said.

“We are well aware of the airlines’ economic 
performance, taking note of the impact of oil 
prices and other factors, so we strive to reduce 
costs and increase revenue streams for our 
partner airlines.”

But how does he think GHs can increase their 
margins? “Ground handlers can increase their 
margins by consolidation with other ground 
handlers overseas and having sister companies 
with whom they can standardise their services, 

thus offering passengers better services and 
aircraft shorter turnarounds wherever they 
are,” he explained. “They can also increase 
their own profits by aiding carriers to increase 
theirs as well, through updating them with the 
latest local authorities’ decrees concerning 
exemptions and incentive programmes.”

In Farrag’s view market consolidation is 
“indispensable” for GHs when it comes to 
surviving both the local and global competition 
and offering better aviation solutions. 
“Consolidation is crucial for understanding 
how different nationalities think and work, and 
the needs of foreign carriers and their crews 
and passengers,” he added.

Aviary itself has started establishing 
partnerships with GHs in countries in Middle 
East & Africa so as to be able to cover client 
airlines’ needs in a wider area.

Farrag is in no doubt that GHs need to 
diversify to be successful. He feels that if GHs 
do not adapt, they fail to meet customer 
expectations and find themselves left behind. 
“Ground handlers should constantly look for 
ways to reinvent themselves, work with their 
customer airlines, be aware of the airlines’ 
needs, seek new business lines and find ways of 
increasing revenues,” he concluded.

Egyptian headquartered Aviary continues to evolve and is looking to widen its 
presence, writes Justin Burns

Handling in the
untapped continent

AV I A RY

H A N D L E R
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Leadership
Strong leadership is essential in the fast-moving aviation industry due to the intense competition and 

diverse range of operational challenges. David Smith got the thoughts of Kristijonas Bakutis, Business 
Development Manager at Baltic Ground Services; Julian Carr, Aviation Director at Manchester Airport; and 

Florian Gränzdörffer, from German airline Eurowings.
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There are large mega-corporations where 
Kristijonas Bakutis’s leadership decisions 
would be undermined by the Byzantine 
bureaucracy. But that is certainly not 
the case at the agile Lithuanian ground 
handler Baltic Ground Services (BGS), 
where Bakutis has been Business 
Development Manager for the past four 
years. The great thing about being in a 
leadership position at BGS, he said, is 
that decisions are taken fast and there is 
immediate action. 

“We’re a great example of how fast and easy 
it is to take decisions in a smaller company 
– unlike in big corporations like Shell, or 
Total. I’ve been in negotiations with a lot of 
big companies and we’re incredibly fast by 
comparison,” he said. “We have under 1,000 
employees in all countries and less than 100 
managers, so there’s not a lot of bureaucracy 
and when changes are needed in a particular 
market, we can decide the same day.”

Bakutis is a busy man with two leadership 
roles at BGS. Aside from his role for the 
whole operation with an important influence 
on decisions about expansion and strategy, 
he is also CEO of the Czech Republic-based 
subsidiary that carries out interplane fuelling 
there. “I opened the Czech facility and we’re 
planning to open two new fuelling stations 
there, so it makes sense for me to be the 
CEO as the expansions are directly related to 
strategic decisions that i am involved in at head 
office,” he said.  

Founded in 2005, BGS has quickly built a 
diverse portfolio of businesses. At three 
airports (in  Moscow, Warsaw and Vilnius), it 
handles eight million passengers a year and 
50,000 flights. The BGS refuelling business 
provides 450,000 tons of aviation fuel annually 
at 16 stations. BGS also operates a logistics 
business that trucks more than 400 million 
litres of fuel for non-aviation customers in 
the Baltic, eastern and central Europe and 
Scandinavia. 

Bakutis said that BGS has ambitious expansion 
plans, but its philosophy is to go steadily and 
not lose the advantages of being a small and 
stable company. In Europe, the plan is to open 
ground-handling operations at three new 
airports in the next six years, as well as another 
15 refuelling stations. But in the long term 
Bakutis is looking at the potential to expand 
abroad, especially in Asia. 

“Europe is an old-fashioned market. The 
attitude tends to be ‘if something works okay, 
why bother to change it?’ The Asian market 
is different. It’s expanding fast, lots of people 
are investing and they want to get the best 
know-how involved. It’s an exciting market for 
a ground handler to be involved in,” he said. 

India is the primary target of BGS’s ambitions 
overseas. Last year, the Airports Authority of 
India (AAI) invited bids for ground handling at 
dozens of airports and BGS took part in the 
tender. Bakutis said it looks likely that local 
companies will be favoured by undercutting 
rivals. But BGS continues to explore the Indian 
market for ground-handling opportunities. 
“Our goal is not to be stressed with a mass 
opening. We’d like to start with one or two 
stations in India so we can show the high 
quality of BGS as a European brand,” he said. 

The BGS expansion plans for refuelling 
operations overseas are on a larger scale. 
Bakutis said Asia is opening up rapidly for 
BGS and the company is planning to both sell 
and uplift fuel in the Indian and Indonesian 
markets. Moves are afoot to move into the 

Chinese fuel market, too. “The numbers in 
China are potentially huge, ten or even 100 
times bigger than our fuelling operations in 
Europe. But we’re happy to expand fuelling 
operations much faster than ground handling, 
which is a more complex, time-consuming 
process. It involves sourcing all the manpower 
and finding all the financing so it’s better to go 
slowly,” he said.

BGS’ expansion plans are helped by its being 
an independent company within the global 
Avia Solutions Group, which has more than 
30 subsidiaries worldwide. Bakutis said Avia’s 
backing makes it much easier to obtain 
good financial terms from banks. There are 
also advantages in having sister companies 
scattered around the world in strategically 
important places. For example, he recently 
visited sister companies in Vietnam and China 
to talk about how they could help BGS to enter 
those markets. “The sister companies have 
helped me to get lots of chats with authorities 
and airports. They have already breached 
the market so it becomes easier to speak to 
people that already know us through the Avia 
network,” he said.

Kristijonas
Bakutis

B A LT I C  G R O U N D  S E R V I C E S
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For the past two years, Manchester 
Airport’s Aviation Director Julian Carr has 
been riding the wave of developments at 
one of the UK’s most dynamic airports. 
Carr previously held leadership positions 
as Commercial Director at Bournemouth 
and East Midlands airports, but the 
speed of Manchester’s evolution is 
faster and on a different scale. A £1 
billion redevelopment of Terminal 2 is 
ongoing and Manchester’s growing clout 
on the international stage has helped 
it land several high-profile routes in 
recent years, most notably to Beijing and 
Mumbai.

Carr’s role is to grow passenger traffic, which 
is essentially a numbers game – but in practice 
it’s not that simple. There’s a balancing act to 
strike between satisfying current clients and 
courting new ones. “Existing carriers could be 
undermined if we grow recklessly. We need 
sustainable growth on routes that are going 
to work, and we have to take into account 
constraints on runways and terminals,” he said. 

For long-haul flights, the business community 
is the overriding consideration. Business-class 

seats are high yield and help fund the routes. 
In this regard, Manchester has no rival outside 
London, he said. Manchester has five times as 
many business-class seats as Edinburgh and 
major airlines such as Emirates, Etihad and 
Qatar, have highly successful offers there. 
These relationships with high-profile clients 
have often taken years to nurture. Fortunately, 
Manchester has so much to offer that “it’s not 
a hard sell”. 

Carr’s confidence is justified when one 
considers the dominant position of 
Manchester Airport in the North of England. 
Last year, it had 28.3 million passengers, 
compared with 5.3 million from Newcastle, 5 
million from Liverpool, 4 million from Leeds-
Bradford and 1.2 million from Doncaster-
Sheffield. For businesses in the densely 
populated, urban corridor running from the 
North West of England into West Yorkshire, 
Manchester Airport is a vital lifeline. Carr said 
there are 22 million people living within a two-
hour drive of the gateway – more than the 
populations of Sweden, Norway and Denmark 
combined.  

Despite these impressive statistics, the case 

for a new route must be made carefully on 
an individual basis. Decisions are taken based 
on multiple factors, but the crux is always the 
size of the potential market. Carr must do lots 
of research before he meets his counterparts 
at target airlines and airports. “Airlines with 
global fleets never make kneejerk decisions. 
Our strategy team studies the data, so we 
know how many people travel to the target 
city from a different airport but live within our 
catchment area. We speak to local business 
organisations about the trading potential 
and we look at case studies of the overseas 
markets. When we go to a client, we can say 
confidently ‘here’s the potential to develop 
business links’,” he said.

Before Carr’s time as Aviation Director, the 
decision of Hainian Airlines to begin flying to 
Manchester from Beijing in 2016 was another 
coup. Manchester became the first hub outside 
London to offer scheduled non-stop flights 
to the Chinese capital. Carr said the route has 
driven significant increases in exports, inward 
investment and a rise in international student 
numbers. 

Also in 2018, the launch of Ethiopian Airlines’ 
flights between Addis Ababa and Manchester 
was driven by trade considerations. Carr 
believes 400,000 people could benefit and 
it will serve as a key trade route for Northern 
businesses. The route is not just about 
Ethiopia; it but also facilitates connections 
to more than 58 destinations. Carr is now 
working hard to land new routes to other 
important destinations currently unserved by 
Manchester, especially Bangkok, Shanghai and 
Delhi. Closer to home, he expects short-haul 
operations to expand, too.

The £1 billion development project is crucial 
to the airport’s growth ambitions and Carr has 
been involved in planning the commercial side. 
He promises an additional 60 retail and food 
and beverage outlets in Terminal 2, and far 
much more space for security checks. When 
the extension is complete in 2022, T2 will have 
the capacity to handle 35 million passengers 
a year. Meanwhile, the airport is also adding 
148,000 square metres of new taxiway and 
apron by July 2020. 

“The expansions will unlock the pinch points 
that are preventing us from taking advantage 
of the existing runway capacity. The problem is 
terminal space, especially in the morning when 
short-haul easyJet and Ryanair flights go out. 
The T2 extension will help increase the number 
of passengers. It’s an exciting time here as 
we’re in the process of creating a world-class 
airport,” he said. 

Julian 
Carr

M A N C H E S T E R  A I R P O R T
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No European airline had such a 
tumultuous year in 2018 as Eurowings. 
The Lufthansa-owned low-cost airline 
handled the largest growth ever seen in 
German air traffic. Last summer, it served 
more than 19 million passengers which 
was a rise of 17% on the previous year. 

In 2019, however, Eurowings has decided to 
take a breather, and consolidate its position in 
the market. “After the extraordinary growth 
and increase in complexity of our operations in 
2018, we’re focusing on ‘tidying up’ and making 
sure our business is stable and reliable,” said 
Lufthansa spokesperson Florian Gränzdörffer. 
“We will continue to grow in 2019, albeit much 
more moderately than in 2018. The industry 
now needs above all qualitative growth, not 
more and cheaper flights.”

The key to Eurowings’ rapid growth in 2018 
was the integration of 77 aircraft from the Air 
Berlin fleet, after the long-established German 
airline went bankrupt. While it took 40 years 
for Air Berlin to build up the fleet, Eurowings 
managed to absorb the planes in just 40 
weeks. This meant hiring 3,000 new employees 
for cockpits, cabins and ground operations, 
purchasing 120,000 new items of uniform and 
splashing ten tonnes of paint on the new livery. 
Thanks to the extra capacity, Eurowings said it 
became the “the number one” at six German 
airports: Cologne, Düsseldorf, Stuttgart, 
Hamburg, Nuremberg and Hanover.

Such a breakneck speed could not continue 
for another year. Eurowings is predicting that 
many airlines in Europe have unsustainable 
business models. It expects many to fall by the 
wayside and it wants to play a major role in the 
long-term consolidation of the market. “There 
are 160 airlines in Europe trying to participate 
in the boom in leisure travel. As a result of 
these overcapacities, ticket prices have fallen 
so sharply that taxi rides and parking fees at 
an airport are sometimes more expensive than 
flights,” said Gränzdörffer.

 “Many airlines will no longer succeed at these 
pricing levels. They will either leave the market 
or join companies that offer them a sustainable 
partnership. The Lufthansa Group will play a 
leading role in the consolidation of European 
air transport and we want Eurowings to be an 
active consolidation platform in point-to-point 
traffic. Although we have taken a step back 
in 2019, we remain committed to becoming a 
leading European point-to-point airline.”

Florian 
Gränzdörffer

E U R O W I N G S

L E A D E R S H I P
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Interesting times at 
London City Airport 

V I E W  F R O M  T H E  A I R P O R T

LCY
London City Airport (LCY) is having an 
interesting time as record numbers of 
passengers are being flown in and out of 
the airport gateway – which is also in the 
middle of a revamp. 

Robert Sinclair, Chief Executive Officer, 
LCY said the gateway welcomed 4.8 million 
passengers in 2018 via 11 airlines operating, 
all mainly flag carriers like British Airways and 
Lufthansa, and will pass 5 million in 2019.

“We are seeing record passenger numbers 
despite the economic and political 
uncertainty,” he said. “Partly that reflects 
the strength of the London market which is 
a constrained market. Growth in London is 
happening in the East.”

Sinclair said London feels “awfully insulated” 
for the moment from Brexit as it has record 
traffic and strong load factors. He is still 
cautious of any impact, but he doesn’t think 
London is going to lose its premier status as 
the major financial capital of the world. 
“The London market is just very constrained 
with Heathrow in particular and we are 
just a small part of it, so we are not unduly 
concerned about Brexit. But clearly we would 

like to see a resolution sooner rather later so 
we can all move on,” he said.
The airport is in the middle of an expansive 
£500 million development programme that will 
transform it to meet rising future demand.

“It is a really big project, very comprehensive. 
It contains a parallel taxiway, eight new aircraft 
parking stands, terminal extensions to the 
East and West, car parks, forecourts, piers 
and additional security and baggage capacity,” 
Sinclair said. “We are building a new airport in 
the middle of London while we are operating 
an existing one.”

LCY has always had a reputation for being a 
‘business-friendly’ airport due to its location to 
the financial centres of London, and is known 
for the quick turnaround of flights, but its 
passenger traffic mix is changing.
“Go back five or six years and 80% of our 
passengers were on business, mostly point-to-
point to key business centres around Europe 
like Geneva, Zurich and Luxembourg. Now, the 
traffic split is more like 50/50 (with leisure).”

“Our airlines are seeing the nuance of having 
a more balanced portfolio with a mixture of 
business and leisure routes.”

Sinclair said the airport has been working 
with airlines to look at LCY as part of a global 
network and it has had some real success in 
the last 12 months with major EU carriers that 
are bringing in services into their EU hubs.
These include KLM which flies to Amsterdam 
nine times a day, LOT with services to Warsaw 
and Budapest and soon to Vilnius, TAP 
Portugal to Lisbon with good connections to 
South America and Aer Lingus four times a day 
to Dublin and on to North America.

As for the future, Sinclair said the sector 
remains key but LCY is also targeting the 
premium leisure sector. It is aiming to add 
connections to Copenhagen, Helsinki, Oslo, 
Madrid, Barcelona, Stuttgart and Cologne 
– major cities where airlines can pick up a 
mixture of business and leisure traffic to 
support yields and load factors.

He added: “There are a lot of point-to-point 
links and major cities we do not cover and a 
number of flights to major EU airports like 
Paris CDG (Air France), Brussels (Brussels 
Airlines), and Helsinki (Finnair) with 
connections to Asia. There is a lot to go after.”

Increasing passenger traffic and more demand for 
leisure routes have led the airport to undergo a vast 
development programme, writes Justin Burns
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LED
Growth showing 
no signs of slowing  

Traffic has increased 166% over the last 
decade at St Petersburg Pulkovo Airport 
from 6.8 million in 2009 to 18.1 million 
last year.

Last year passenger numbers increased 
by 12.3% on 2017 while traffic movements 
increased by 9.6% to 165,400 and 20 new 
routes were added to the network.

Such continued strong growth has led 
the airport to look into reconsidering its 
airport masterplan, said Evgeniy Ilyin, Chief 
Commercial Officer at Pulkovo Airport. “We 
are reconsidering our masterplan and in 
the final stage of approval of the adopted 
masterplan and it should be done within the 
coming months,” he said.

“There are different scenarios under 
consideration which would see major 
changes and there could be an increase of the 
infrastructure, particularly for domestic and 
international airside facilities.”

Among options, Ilyin said, is the development 
of a separate infrastructure for low-cost 
carriers (LCC) or developing Pulkovo’s 
Terminal 2 into an LCC terminal, to meet future 
demand in this segment.

LCC traffic is growing fast in St Petersburg 
and within the last three years it has increased 
from a few hundred thousand to 1.2 million 
in 2018, with that upward trend being driven 
by Aeroflot-owned Pobeda Airlines which 
continues to develop its domestic offering 
from the airport. The airline has, though, had 
to cancel international routes due to a dispute 

with Russia’s border control agency.

In 2019 the airport expects another 9% uplift in 
passenger traffic with new routes being added 
to various destinations.

These include SunExpress from Izmir which is 
another new point on the map from Turkey, 
while S7 Airlines will launch a scheduled 
direct service to the Russian city of Irkutsk, a 
route that returns to St Petersburg as well as 
services to Olbia and Palma de Mallorca.

The long-haul network this summer will also 
see new routes to Fuzhou and Hangzhou in 
China, to be operated by iFly Airlines. New 
routes for the upcoming summer season will 
include the domestic destinations of Elista with 
Azimuth Airline and Nizhnevartovsk with Utair. 

China is an important market and focus, Ilyin 
said. “China’s market has been growing for 
several years in a row and last year we had 
about 230,000 Chinese passengers travelling 
directly to St Petersburg and almost 130,000 
indirectly. Seeing that opportunity and volume 
we targeted developing this market and 
opening new routes. It is a very important 
market for us.”

The main focus markets, Ilyin said, are adding 
services to Asia and launching a first direct 
route to the USA. “We still do not have any 

direct flights to the USA but the indirect 
traffic is really high. From statistics we can see 
more than 150,000 passengers a year travel 
indirect from St Petersburg to points in the 
USA but if we consider leakage from ground 
to neighbouring cities then this figure could be 
200,000,” he said.

“These figures show us that we are absolutely 
sure a direct route to the USA can be 
successful. We are trying to solve this issue and 
attract a carrier operating on fifth freedom 
rights from St Petersburg to a point in the USA 
and coming to St Petersburg from another 
country and then flying to the USA from St 
Petersburg. This is the way we want to solve 
this issue.”

St Petersburg Pulkovo 
Airport is Russia’s 
fourth-largest airport. It 
continues to grow and 
is planning for the future, 
writes Justin Burns

V I E W  F R O M  T H E  A I R P O R T
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Milan Bergamo Airport has grown into 
the third-busiest gateway in Italy for 
passenger traffic and this expansion 
shows no signs of grinding to a halt.

Strong growth does, though, put a strain on 
airport facilities, and the gateway will undergo 
a development programme over the next two 
years to meet ever-rising demand.

In 2018, the airport welcomed 12.9 million 
passengers and expects to reach 13.5 million 
this year as in the first quarter traffic was up 
4.19% to 2.87 million. Last year it also handled 
123,000 tonnes of cargo.

Giacomo Cattaneo, Director of Commercial 
Aviation, Milan Bergamo Airport, said as 
passenger traffic continues to grow the 
airport is still expanding facilities and 
extending the terminal.

“We launched a programme of works, entirely 
financed by SACBO and costing about €40 
million, which will extend to the West side of 
the airport and, over the course of two years, 
will increase the area to a total of 70,000 
square metres, in preparation for the linking 
of the West terminal with the terminus of the 
future railway connection,” he explained.

“The investments set out in the new airport 
development plan, amounting to €450 million, 
indicate SACBO’s long-term vision. We will 
increase from five to ten boarding gates in the 
non-Schengen area.

“At the same time, the baggage checking 
system, which will subsequently be expanded 
and adapted to meet Standard 3 regulations, 
will be arranged on the ground floor in the 
space reserved for the BHS block, and will be 
installed with the latest X-ray machines.”

Capacity will not be a problem moving 
forward, Cattaneo noted, and he said the 

increase in passenger movements at Milan 
Bergamo is due to the high load factors on 
flights, with almost total occupation of seats 
on services to and from the Italian gateway.

“In addition, we hope to expand our network, 
and at the same time our terminal, and 
increase gradually the number of passengers,” 
he said. “Therefore, we are growing our 
infrastructure while the passengers and cargo 
grows – so capacity for the coming years will 
remain a non-issue.”

Milan Bergamo’s summer route network spans 
133 destinations in 4o countries and it will 
continue to expand as on 1 September, it will 
welcome a new six-weekly London Gatwick 
Airport route from British Airways. Plus, it 
has new links to Stuttgart and Düsseldorf 
operated by Ryanair-owned Lauda.

Cattaneo welcomed these developments and 
also sees other emerging markets. He said 
there is interest from the Red Sea and the 
Middle East and North Africa and the return 

of flights to Tunisia and Ukraine, while the 
Eastern European market is still expanding.

Competition for routes among Europe’s 
airports is fierce. Cattaneo he said the growth 
in demand has allowed airports to increase 
passenger movements. “This positive result 
was recorded especially at airports where low-
cost airlines operate,” he noted. “Passengers 
tend to choose the most economical and 
logistically convenient travel formula. 
Therefore, we’ve seen good results from 
competition.”

Cattaneo is upbeat on the operating 
environment at Milan Bergamo and believes 
ground handlers, airlines and other parts 
of the chain are working well – but he said 
there is always room to improve and develop. 
“The airport is a complex system in which all 
operators must act in unison, for safety and 
efficiency. In the case of Milan Bergamo we 
are satisfied with the performances achieved, 
but we are aware of the further margins for 
improvement,” he concluded.

Milan Bergamo Airport is to undergo a development programme to cater for 
rising passenger volumes, writes Justin Burns

Infrastructure project to 
meet demand
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DFW
Dallas/Fort Worth International 
Airport (DFW) has big plans to develop 
airfield infrastructure and facilities as 
traffic grows and it is plotting how to 
accommodate further expansion and 
demand.

Last year, DFW welcomed just over 69 million 
passengers, growth of 2% on 2017, and in 2019 
it is forecasting 72.3 million, an uplift of 4%. 
Cargo tonnage reached 910,000 tonnes and is 
also growing.

Milton De La Paz, Vice President Airline 
Relations and Cargo Business Development, 
Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport, 
said the biggest operational challenge is 
accommodating growth in a way that does not 
impact quality of service.

“When you take on this kind of growth with a 
large carrier like American, proposing to grow 
more, we have got to make sure our facilities 
and infrastructure grow as well, so one thing 
we are looking at is expanding facilities and our 
infrastructure to accommodate growth so we 
do not compromise our service levels,” he said.

The airport will see a massive update and 
renovation of the entire airfield including 
improved taxiways, runways and bridges. De 
La Paz said it needs an overhaul as it has not 
been touched in the 40 or so years since it 
was opened. “There is a big infrastructure 
redevelopment going on and we are also 
looking at expanding gates. Over the next 
five or six years we will see some new 
terminal development, adding new gates to 
accommodate growth.”

DFW operates seven runways and has 165 
gates with 23 passenger airlines (10 domestic 
and 13 international) and 22 cargo carriers 
who provide service to 187 domestic and 62 

international destinations. Developments will 
improve operations for all stakeholders at the 
airport including airlines and ground handlers.

DFW has plenty of capacity to accommodate 
growth of air traffic movements but the 
airport is a bit constrained in peak hours. 

“From the airfield perspective we are not 
slot constrained but we do find we have 
some constraints during peak hours with the 
gates,” he explained. “At the international 
terminal on arrivals we have a lot of widebody 
aircraft coming in the afternoon (1-5pm) and 
if sometimes there are irregular operations 
they can get backed up, so we will be adding 
new gates to relieve some of that peak time 
congestion.”

De La Paz said the logjam does not affect 
South American flights as they usually come in 
early and leave late at night, but it does affect 
Asian and European traffic, both of which are 
targets for route network expansion and which 
come in during the afternoon.

American has an 85% share of traffic at DFW. 
The carrier fuels traffic growth through 
network expansion and is adding more this 
year.

De La Paz noted that augmenting links to 
Europe is the main network development 
focus. “American is adding some this summer 
to Dublin and Munich which are big additions 

to our network, but we still think there are 
other opportunities for growth,” he said. “We 
would like to see Switzerland as don’t have 
anything there, or more to Italy as we just have 
a seasonal to Rome. Also, a big potential for us 
would be some Eastern European markets, like 
Budapest and Prague.”

He noted the other region of focus is Asia; 
DFW has good service to japan, Korea and 
China, but sees potential for new routes to 
central China and Southeast Asia.

DFW is one of the top hubs in the USA, but 
how does De La Paz think DFW can reach even 
greater heights?

“One of the focuses is innovation and 
customer experience so we are trying to 
draw on technological innovation. We are 
mapping out the customer journey from 
when they make the reservation and travel to 
the airport and back. To be an airport of the 
future we must focus on the experience of the 
customer,” he said.

De La Paz concluded: “To be in the 
conversation with the great airports of the 
world we must innovate and stay ahead of 
the curve – a lot of innovation will come 
for passenger facilitation such as biometric 
technology.”

These are certainly exciting times for the USA’s 
fourth-busiest gateway for passengers. 

Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport is the world’s 
12th-busiest airport for passenger traffic and more is 
set to come, writes Justin Burns

Aiming for the top

V I E W  F R O M  T H E  A I R P O R T
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ATH

Gateway to Greece
Fast-evolving Athens International Airport is to expand its route network with new 
links from all corners of the globe, writes Justin Burns

Athens International Airport has delivered 
strong passenger traffic growth over the 
last five to six years and this looks set to 
continue as its network widens.

Greece’s financial crisis in 2011 and 2012 had a 
huge impact on the country’s main gateway, 
but since starting its revival in 2013 it has not 
looked back.

Ioanna Papadopoulou, Director, 
Communications and Marketing, Athens 
IInternational Airport, said that since 2013, 
traffic has surged by 93% and almost doubled.
The airport has seen five consecutive years 
of record growth and last year passenger 
numbers were up 11% to just over 24.1 million, 
a new record.

“2019 seems to be the sixth record year in a 
row as during the first months of the year we 
have a 9% passenger traffic growth versus 
2018 so it seems 2019 is going to be a rather 
good year unless something extraordinary 
happens. Aviation and tourism are volatile,” 
Papadopoulou said.

This year the airport will expand its route 
network further with American Airlines 
starting services to Athens from Chicago. 

Oman Air will fly to Athens from Muscat, 
Royal Air Maroc to Athens from Casablanca 
and Saudi Arabian Airlines will start routes to 
Athens from Jeddah and Riyadh.

Other airlines are also adding frequencies 
and new routes, such as home carrier Aegean 
Airlines while Ryanair is expanding its network 
and Sky Express, a domestic Greek carrier, is 
developing fast.

But what next for Athens International Airport?

“Our long-haul (LH) network is a focus and 
has the potential as we have certain LH 
connections to the East and West but there 
are many to get connected to Athens directly,” 
Papadopoulou said. “LH is important to us and 
we consider it as a source of growth. Niche 
routes are very important to us – back in 
2017 we introduced niche routes and tried to 
tap the potential in the European continent, 
and Ryanair, Aegean and other carriers have 
started niche routes.”

Asia, and particularly China, are target markets 
for new links along with the Americas – but 
connections from Athens are also growing to 
Africa. “We used to only have Alexandria and 
Cairo but we will soon also have Marrakech 

and Casablanca so it has been gradually 
growing, which is important,” she said. “To 
the USA we have Emirates from Athens to NY, 
Delta in the summer, United and American to 
Philadelphia in the summer and Norwegian to 
NY JFK in the summer. We have Air Canada 
and Air Transat to Montreal and Toronto. To 
the Far East we have Scoot from Singapore 
to Athens and Air China connecting to Beijing, 
but we want to see more,” Papadopoulou said.

Athens is the hub of Aegean which has a 44% 
market share of flights, but Ryanair, and Sky 
Express also have bases and now Volotea and 
Ellinair are fast developing their bases, too.

The airport has seen strong growth and 
Papadopoulou said at some point it will 
stabilise, although there is a risk of external 
factors that could impact tourism and aviation, 
including Brexit. “The UK is the second market 
for us in terms of foreign residents and visitors 
and it is a source of uncertainty as we don’t 
know what will happen,” she said. “There are 
many things that are potential risks but we try 
to address them as much as we can.”

Athens has capacity for 26 million passengers 
and this figure could be reached at the end 
of 2019. Papadopoulou said it is making 
plans. “We are working closely with IATA for 
capacity assessment and forecasts for the 
years to come and there are certain works in 
progress for terminal expansion in the lounge 
area. In 2017 we also had a satellite terminal 
operational on a year-round basis.”

The airport operates two parallel runways 
and is monitoring the situation, as if growth 
continues it will start other infrastructure 
works. “For the time being we are not slot 
coordinated but we don’t know how things 
will be in the future. At  the moment we have 
ample capacity 24 hours a day,” she concluded.

The next few years look set to be interesting 
times in Athens.

V I E W  F R O M  T H E  A I R P O R T
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Automation is gradually replacing manual 
activities and processes across the 
aviation industry, with sophisticated 
IT systems which encompass artificial 
intelligence, machine learning, robotics, 
intelligent mapping and navigation 
software, and reliable network 
connectivity providing the foundation for 
its development and penetration.

Some travellers may find the declining 
absence of, and interaction with, humans 
within their passenger experience unsettling 
in the short term. But replacing specific roles 
with technology that is invariably cheaper to 
deploy and maintain in the long term is high 
on the list for airlines, airports and ground 
handling companies. And in some cases, using 
innovative, IT-enabled robots and other digital 
systems will inevitably open up new streams 
of revenue for companies able to identify new 
applications and use cases that could not have 
existed with manual operations.

Automating aircraft
Sophisticated mapping and operational 
software is behind the unmanned aircraft 
being developed for commercial use in 
airports, for example. It may represent a 
considerable leap of faith for any passenger to 
board any form of aircraft without a pilot but 
prototype autonomous air taxis are already 
being built and tested.

Boeing’s experimental autonomous aircraft, 
developed by subsidiary Aurora Flight 
Sciences, completed its first test flight earlier 
this year in the USA, with the manufacturer 
having initially earmarked the technology for 

the transportation of passengers, baggage 
and cargo between terminals and airports.

German companies Fraport and Volocopter 
GmbH, too, are currently putting together 
designs for autonomous drones intended 
to transfer passengers between Frankfurt 
airport and other transport hubs, such 
as train stations and taxi ranks, in the city 
and wider Frankfurt/Rhine-Main region. 
Volocopter has built prototype electrically-
powered vertical take-off ‘multicopters’ able 
to carry two people and intended to form a 
self-flying electric air taxi service. 

The Volocopter project is part of Frankfurt 
airport’s cutting-edge FRADrones 2020 
programme, which is currently exploring the 
use of autonomous robots, including drones 
to improve airport operations – particularly 
in ground infrastructure, ground handling, 
and terminal and passenger services. Safety 
is understandably paramount and all tests 
involving drones and unmanned flying will 
be conducted in close cooperation with 
responsible authorities and the Deutsche 
Flugsicherung, which governs air traffic control 
in Germany.

Automating air traffic control
Honeywell has begun developing new flight-
control and detect-and-avoid systems for 
future urban air mobility vehicles, initially 
destined to aid navigation in electrical vertical 
take-off (eVTOL) aircraft being developed in 
partnership with light aircraft manufacturer 
Pipistrel.

Both companies envisage that the vehicle 

could transition to fully autonomous 
operations in the future, with Honeywell 
focussed on making sure its software can be 
adapted and upgraded for that purpose when 
the time comes.

Another new communications technology 
which could help meet stringent aviation safety 
requirements for unmanned aircraft systems 
in the future is the forthcoming automated 
dependent surveillance broadcast (ADS-B). 
Considered a modern, digital replacement 
for RADAR, ADS-B uses GPS satellite signals 
to send data to the aircraft’s avionic systems, 
which employs analytics software to interpret 
the data to gain a pinpoint picture of the 
aircraft’s location, speed, altitude and over 40 
other parameters in real time. The onboard 
GPS transmitter then forwards the relevant 
information both to ADS-B ground stations 
(which in turn transmit it to air traffic control) 
and also to other aircraft in the vicinity to 
optimise situational awareness for pilots.

The Federal Aviation Authority (FAA) has 
mandated that all aircraft that want to fly in 
US airspace must be equipped with ADS-B Out 

The March of 
the Robots 
Autonomous aircraft, vehicles and robots are set to 
revolutionise airside operations and the passenger experience 
experience, writes Martin Courtney
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transponders by 1 January 2020, while ADS-B 
In functions that allow aircraft to receive traffic 
and weather information on digital cockpit 
displays, tablet computers or other digital 
devices remain optional for the moment.

City Airport in London is currently working 
with Airspace4All to trial an ADS-B system 
called PingStation manufactured by uAvioni. 
The weather-proof receiver picks up data from 
ADS-B equipped aircraft up to 200 miles away, 
before converting the data to a JavaScript 
Object Notation (JSON) file format and 
feeding it into a standard computer running 
an application called Virtual Radar Server that 
plots the aircraft’s position on a customisable 
Google map. Similar software tools which 
provide real-time operational visualisation of 
aircraft and vehicle movements (both manned 
and unmanned) are available from INDMEX 
(AirBOSS Web) and Kongsberg Geospatial 
(IRIS UAS).

Automating baggage handling
The Airport Authority of Hong Kong (AAHK) 
is the latest to trial autonomous vehicle 
technology for baggage, having started trials 

of Vanderlande Industries’ FLEET solution 
in March this year (2019). Netherlands-
headquartered Vanderlande was acquired 
by Toyota Industries Corporation for €1.2bn 
in March 2017 as the Japanese forklift 
manufacturer expanded its materials handling 
business. The Dutch company is to operate 
as a wholly-owned subsidiary and provide 
its automated material handling systems for 
airports under its own brand, with Toyota 
building a new generation of automated 
vehicles including baggage pods and towing 
tractors.

FLEET replaces the need for fixed conveyors 
and sorting systems, with each individual 
autonomous vehicle carrying a single bag 
and using sophisticated mapping and GPS 
software to determine the optimal route 
through an airport. It is estimated that FLEET 
consumes up to 50% less energy compared 
to traditional baggage handling systems whilst 
simultaneously offering scope for reduced 
staff costs. The system also helps real-time 
track and trace of individual bags without 
requiring the bags themselves to be fitted with 
electronic tags. Vanderlande expects to have 

additional trials at two other airports up and 
running by autumn this year, having already 
conducted tests at Rotterdam.

British Airways (BA), too, is working with 
an unnamed supplier to trial and develop 
automated baggage trailers that will transport 
containers from baggage areas to aircraft.

Automating staff transfers and pushback
Nor is it just passenger bag transportation by 
autonomous vehicles that could help ground 
support companies improve their operational 
efficiency. Other developments involve the use 
of driverless cars to ferry baggage handlers 
and other staff between airfield locations.

Gatwick Airport announced plans for a trial 
in partnership with Oxbotica – a specialist in 
autonomous vehicle software – to provide 
electric driverless vehicles that shuttle workers 
between the airport’s North and South 
Terminals.

British Airways is also investigating how the use 
of autonomous vehicles could help with airside 
operations. It is working in partnership with its 
Anglo-Spanish parent company International 
Airlines Group (IAG) to trial driverless cars 
for staff transfers and electric taxis to shuttle 
premium customers between aircraft during 
flight transfers.

Oxbotica has already conducted trials of its 
technology on London streets, and sees future 
roles for driverless wagons as baggage transport 
vehicles, passenger load bridges and even 
pushback tugs – should safety regulations allow. 

T E C H N O L O G Y
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BA has been using Mototok SPACER 8600 and SPACER 
195 electric tugs for pushback on aircraft weighing up 
to 195 tons since 2017, and hopes to extend their use to 
passenger-carrying flights this year [2019]. While the 
Mototoks are remotely controlled by ground support staff 
for the moment, the manufacturer expects these vehicles 
to be completely autonomous in the future, using GPS 
and locational sensors to position themselves precisely, 
pushback at a perfectly regulated pace, and return 
themselves to docking stations when finished.

The international Air Transport Association has identified 
up to 40 other roles which driverless vehicles could help to 
improve operational efficiency, including automated cargo 
loading/offloading, refuelling and catering/GPU/baggage 
handling.

Automating parking
Robotic innovation also extends to passenger car parking. 
Gatwick Airport signed a framework contract with Stanley 
Robotics which will see the two companies trial a driverless 
robot that parks passenger vehicles without requiring 
the owner to hand over their keys. Starting in the second 
half of 2019, travellers will be able to leave their cars in 
one of 270 reserved spaces in an interim car park close to 
Gatwick’s South Terminal before the robot lifts them up 
and moves them to a secure facility.

A real-time connection to the airport’s flight information 
system informs the robot when to return the car to the 
interim parking space upon the passenger’s return and 
sends an SMS to their smartphone confirming delivery. 
Stanley Robotics estimate its valet robots can create up 
to 50% additional parking capacity in the same space as 
a conventional car park that requires passengers to drive 
into their own spaces. The company already manages 500 
spaces at Lyon-Saint Exupery Airport and aims to expand 
that number to 1,000 this year. It eventually hopes to have 
over 20 robots managing 6,500 parking spaces.

Automating people
People can be any company’s greatest resource, which is 
one reason why it can make sense to optimise their time 
and entrust simple, repetitive tasks to artificial intelligence 
(AI) robots powered by machine learning algorithms.

Aeromexico has added a baggage tracking service to its 
chatbot – dubbed Aerobot – which lets customers use 
WhatsApp or Facebook Messenger to query the location 

of their baggage without human interaction. 
Able to understand both English and Spanish, 
Aerobot was first launched in 2016 but has 
been updated to link into SITA’s WorldTracer 
baggage tracing and matching system to 
provide misplaced-baggage assistance through 
smartphones alongside information on flight 
departures and arrivals, documentation 
requirements and baggage allowances.

Other airlines, including Virgin Australia, are 
integrating their flight systems with Amazon’s 
Alexa AI engine, allowing passengers to use 
voice commands to check in for their flights 
by linking a downloadable Alexa Skill with their 
premium airline membership account.

And elsewhere, the FRADrones 2020 
programme in Frankfurt has introduced a 
passenger assistance robot that can provide 
information in English and German on request, 
built in partnership with DB Systel and Furhat 
Robotics.

“
using 
innovative, 
IT-enabled 
robots and 
other digital 
systems will 
inevitably 
open up new 
streams of 
revenue for 
companies 
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Changing times for 
ground handling 
training

Virtual reality was first used by IATA to train ground 
handling staff in 2017 and its use is to be expanded, 
writes Justin Burns

V R  T R A I N I N G

Tim Fleming, Chief Executive Officer,
Future Visual
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Ground handling has never been as under as 
much pressure as it is in today’s marketplace, 
due to the ever-increasing number of aircraft 
movements at many airports across the globe.

Finding time in busy schedules to train staff to 
deal with various scenarios on the airport ramp 
can prove challenging, especially at capacity-
stretched hubs. And with margins tight, any 
opportunity to save costs is welcome.

UK-based Future Visual has been working with 
the International Air Transport Association 
(IATA) since 2016 on building virtual reality (VR) 
training products for aviation ground crew.

The company has now won a new tender to 
increase the number of modules it offers to 
airlines, airports and ground service providers 
through its RampVR training programme, 
launched in May 2017 at IATA’s Ground 
Handling Conference (IGHC) in Bangkok.

Tim Fleming, Chief Executive Officer at Future 
Visual, said the company won a four-month 
competitive tender bid that included a range 
of companies, after which it was given the 
opportunity to double the number of VR 
training modules from two to four.

VR training for IATA’s training package for 
members will now see trainees use VR 
immersive training for aircraft pushback and 

docking of passenger boarding bridges as well 
as for the aircraft turnaround inspections and 
aircraft marshalling modules that were already 
run.

Crews can train without risk of damage and 
practise multiple times without tying up 
expensive equipment. “Our work for IATA 
enables us to provide access to high-risk, 
high-value situations and scenarios that are 
physically impossible or prohibitively expensive 
and thereby ensure ground crew are better 
prepared in a shorter period of time,” Fleming 
said.

“Virtual reality offers an effective solution 
to the challenges faced in training ground 
operations crew and complement existing 
training programmes.”

The challenge of training GH staff
Future Visual said that the innovative VR 
training provides a faster route to competency; 
crews can experience a greater breadth of 
scenarios, resulting in better trained people at 
a reduced cost.

A major challenge in traditional ground 
handling training programmes is giving trainees 
access to different ramp situations that can 
take place, but Future Visual’s VR training 
programme has enabled this.
“By using VR we are able to get access to the 

aircraft and a wide range of scenarios. These 
include high visibility and low visibility, night 
and day, different weather conditions, and 
hazardous and dangerous situations.

“It is a bit like a flight simulator is for pilots. It 
is for scenarios that are hard to train for in real 
life. Access for training can be very difficult due 
to the fast turnaround times that are needed 
of aircraft.”

Fleming explained creating an immersive 
experience that is true to life was crucial to the 
successful adoption of the modules, as well as 
to the learning impact on trainees.

As such, throughout the training, participants 
are placed in numerous scenarios to address 
operational issues, such as foreign object 
debris and marshalling aircraft.” Fleming Said.

And to truly reflect the reality of work, 
conditions can differ, replicating day and night, 
a variety of weather conditions, clear and low 
visibility, as well as working beside narrow and 
wide-bodied planes. 

He explained variety within the modules is a 
key feature and there are special functions to 
ensure that each trainee has a random scenario 
to work in – and if repeating the experience, 
a different set of challenges will be tackled in 
different conditions.
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Cost savings
One of the biggest positives for IATA members 
who are using VR training for ground handling 
staff is the cost saving it provides, as less 
money is needed to get trainees up to speed 
on a raft of different competencies and skills.

Fleming said for some projects it can help save 
up to 50% as trainees do not have to train on-
apron, and staff need not travel to complete 
the training required, while it also allows for 
best practice collaboration between operators 
and enables companies to be more efficient 
with their time.

Fleming added another useful area is helping 
train and prepare for any possible accidents 
and errors that might take place on apron.

“In VR, we can prepare people across a range 
of different scenarios they will face and, 
importantly, we can put them in complex 
scenarios that they might face. It better 
prepares people for when they are in real-life 
scenarios,” he said.

Close collaboration with IATA 
The VR modules have been developed with 
ground handling experts at IATA and are part 
of a bigger learning package that it runs for its 
members.

IATA’s training programme used to simply 
trainees with extensive classroom-based 
learning, mixed with shadowing experienced 
staff, but although this gave trainees a 
thorough theoretical grounding, it could not 
give them a real sense of the airside space they 
would be working in.

Giving trainees access to training in a real 
airside space is extremely complex. The ground 
handling working environment is a potentially 
dangerous and noisy space and coupled with 
the high level of security needed to access the 
space, training in situ is completely impractical.

“This project shows how immersive technology 
can be used to fulfil a practical need. Virtual 
reality can help people to address their 
training needs by replicating real-life, high-risk 
scenarios in a virtual space,” Fleming said.

Fleming noted that VR is another tool that 
is being used to enhance the overall training 
package provided by the association and 
Future Visual works closely with IATA on each 
module it develops.
The training is integrated into IATA’s training 
programme, complementing classroom-based 
learning, and it is fully compliant with IATA 
standards, as set out in the Airport Handling 
Manual (AHM) and IATA Ground Operations 

Manual (IGOM). It has built-in metrics to 
monitor and track each trainee’s performance; 
this data is fed into their overall training 
records.

Dimitrios Sanos, Product Manager, Airport 
and Ground Operations Training at IATA, has 
said that in live operations it is very difficult to 
show people what can go wrong and how one 
can mitigate the consequences. “In the virtual 
environment, you can replicate error issues 
that we know exist in the industry and you can 
do it several times without affecting any real 
operations, or any real equipment,” he said.

For IATA, engaging staff in a “meaningful and 
effective way is key”. Nick Careen, Senior 
Vice President, Airport, Passenger, Cargo and 
Security, IATA, has said VR in the learning 
context increases knowledge retention by 
“as much as four times” while improving 
motivation and engagement. He is sure VR is 
here to stay and said the association is already 
considering expanding its use in different 
training areas.

Future uses of VR
Judging by the positive impact of the use of VR 
in training, it seems we are only at the start of 
its use to train aviation industry professionals 
and this is the tip of iceberg in terms of what it 
can be used for in future.

Certainly for Fleming, whose company uses 
VR to work with other clients across various 
industries, sees the opportunity to expand its 
use in the aviation ground handling sector.

“In terms of the future, cases where VR could 
be used and applied include other areas such 
as de-icing training, and making people more 
prepared for things that can happen on the 
apron,” he said.

“VR offers a high level of training and a faster 
route to competency and there are definitely 
opportunities to expand what we provide.”

Training is certainly changing and it seems we 
can expect to see further use of VR across the 
aviation industry.

T R A I N I N G
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